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This study examines the economic impact of the Canada - U.S. Free Trade

Agreement on the Canadian hard wheat flour milling industry and provides a general

indication of the magnitude and direction of potential trade flows in hard wheat and hard

wheat flour.

The economic model used is a spatial equilibrium transshipment model. It is a

least-cost model that minimizes the total wheat procurement, milling, and transpoilation

costs, while meeting a fixed regional demand for flour. A principal contribution made by

this study to the modeling of wheat-related problems is the addition of a protein constraint

which requires that a specified flour protein conrent be met at each milling site.

In general, the results of the study indicate that free trade does not pose a

significant threat to the Canadian flour milling indusrry. On the other hand, there would

appear to be limited new oppoftunities for flour exports to the United States in a free trade

environment. The model also indicates that there are limited prospects for exports of

Canadian wheat to the United States. There appears to be a grearer possibility of exports of

U.S. wheat to eastern Canada.

It is recognized that the assumptions required of linear programming models such

as linearity, additivity, divisibility, finiteness, and proponionality limit their ability to

provide realistic economic models. Traditionally, analysis has focused on the optimal

solution. Given the restrictive assumptions required, and thus the imperfect representation

of the real problem, solutions that deviate from the solution optimum within an acceptable

range are considered in this study.

A number of nearly optimal solutions are generated for the empirical model. These

alternative solutions provide a valuable source of information that is not available from the

optimal solution. Alternative solutions are generated that differ substantially from the

optimal solution yet exceed the least cost objective value only marginaily.

Abstract
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X. Introduction

The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA) has been hailed as rhe most

comprehensive bilateral trade agreement ever developed between two nations. The

negotiations and ratification of the FTA has sparked passionate debate among politicians,

industry officials, and conce¡ned citizens regarding the impact of the agreement on

Canadian industries and social p¡ograms. Although the agreement has been signed into

effect (as of January 2, 1989), there remains a cloud of uncertainty over its eventual social

and economic ramif,tcations. The provision of a transition period up to December 31, 1998

allows for a gradual reduction in trade barriers and thus the full impact of the agreement

will not be evident for many years.

A cursory review of the FTA reveals clearly that the impact of the agreement will

vary substantially by industry and region. Combined wirh the broad scope of the FTA this

makes an aggregate assessment a difficult task. As a result, much of the public debate has

focused on the positions of partisan interest groups. Comparativety little work has been

done to examiire the economic impact of the agreement on an industry basis.

One group that has expressed concern over the free trade agreement is the Canadian

National Millers Association. The Canadian flour milling industry is presently protected by

import tariffs on wheat flour products and, more signif,rcantiy, by import licensing conÍols

imposed by the Canadian 'Wheat Board on wheat and wheat products. These import

restrictions, combined with a shrinking export market for Canadian flour, have created an

industry that is geared largely to serving the domestic market, and one that has been

relatively free from foreign competition. Strict enforcement of import restrictions on raw

wheat has also limited the Canadian milling indusrry to using domestic wheat purchased

from either the Canadian Wheat Boa¡d or the Ontario Wheat hoducers Marketing Board.

Under the FTA, tariffs on wheat flour, bakery mixes, and finished products

containing 25 percent or more flour by weight, will be eliminated over a ten year period.
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Canadian import licensing requirements on wheat and wheat products wilt be eliminated

when the level of government support in the United States has become equal to, or less

than the level of suppoil for the respective products in Canada. Recent indications are that

import restrictions on wheat could be eliminated as eariy as the 1990 crop year. Under the

formula used to calculate the subsidies, a smaller crop due to drought conditions in Canada

has resulted in a higher payment per tonne, which appears to have brought Canadian

subsidy payments up closer to U.S. levels (Sproat). Although the timing remains

uncertain, it is clear that the Canadian milling industry will eventually face direct

competition from U.S. milling companies and will have open access to U.S. wheat and

consumers.

The Problem

The economics of flour milling are complex. Economic analysis of the industry has

focused on wheat procurement, milling efficiency, and transportation costs. The

importance of wheat costs is underscored by the fact that, in Canada, wheat represents

about 85 percent of the cost of flour (Sarkar 1989). The determination of the optimal gdst

has thus long been a preoccupation of millers.l In determining wheat quality, millers

consider a wide range of wheat characteristics including, inter alia: price, foreign material,

nantral moisture content, ash content2, attainable flour exÍaction rate3, kernel vireousness,

color, soundness, uniformity, protein content, and protein quality. Millers can also blend

different types of wheat to attain a least-cost grist that will yield flour with desired

characteristics. For example, a miller may blend a3-H class wheat (hard, high protein, and

high gluten strength4) with a lower cost, medium protein wheat to achieve a desired flour

protein content. Canad.ian millers have been much mo¡e limited than those in the United
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States in this respect as they have been restricted to the relatively narrow range of

cha¡acteristics specified under the Canadia¡ wheat grading system.

Millers also have the ability to combine the machine flours5 that result from the

multi-stage gradual reduction process of flour milling. Machine flours, which vary in

terrns of characteristics such as ash and protein content, can be combined into streams to

suit the required specification of the finished product. Therefore, a number of different

flour specif,tcations can be met from the same type of wheat. This process is referred to as

divide müling. The principie of divide milling is based on the inverse relationship between

flour particle size and percentage protein content.

Given the existing trade restrictions, both Canada and the United States produce

flour almost entirely from domestic wheat. In Canada this is a result of import restrictions.

Although the U.S. maintains no explicit import licensing requirements, under Section 22 of

Agriculrure Adjustment Act of 1933, U.S. authorities may close the border to imports with

24 hours notice if it is deemed that the imports in question are threatening U.S. producers.

Furthermore, it may be argued that to some extent there exists an implicit understanding to

restrict Canadian wheat exports based on political grounds as both nations are surplus

producers. With the signing of the FTA and the granting of reciprocal rights, trade in

wheat is likely to be more politically palatable to borh sides.

There are significant differences in the types of wheat produced and exported by the

two countries. Canadian wheat exports are comprised of about 77 percent hard red spring,

11 percent durum,2 percent soft white spring, and 10 percent others, including feed

wheat. U.S. wheat exports are made up of roughly 46 percent hard red winter, 18 percent

soft red winter, 16 percent ha¡d red spring, 16 percent white, and4 percent durum.6 In

Canada, officials of the Canadian Grain Commission and the Canadian Wheat Boa¡d have

guarded the reputation of the Ca¡ada'Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat class, regarded

perhaps as the premium pan bread wheat. Although some reseffchers (Canada Grains

Council 7982, 1985; Ulrich and Furtan 1984; Loyns and Carter 1984), have argued in
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favor of an increased development of 3-M (medium hard¡ess, medium protein content, and

medium gluten sftength) wheats on the Canadian Prairies, the predominant class remains

CV/RS which is a 3-H wheat. In contrast, the American classification system has allowed

for the proliferation of higher yielding, semi-dwarf varieties, characterized by intermediate

protein content and pan bread-making quality. U.S. wheat farmers also produce nearly 30

million metric tonnes of hard red winter wheat per yea-r which is also characterized by

intermediate protein content and gluten sÍength. Hard red winter wheat represents about

half of the total wheat exporrs from the United States.

Given the considerable differences in the wheat produced under the two systems,

the question arises as to the expected trade in wheat that is likely to occur in a free trade

environment. High quality Canadian wheats may be used by U.S. millers to blend with

their semi-dwarf and winter wheats to improve the bread-making ability of the flour.7

Likewise, Canadian millers may see an opportunity to maintai¡ an acceptable flour product

while blending less expensive U.S. wheats with CWRS.

Transportation and processing costs also impact heavily upon the economic

performance of flour milling. The issue of proximity to the wheat production areas versus

proximity to the consumer is important as millers must consider the ransportation of both

wheat to the mill, and flour and millfeedss to the consumption regions. This issue is

accentuated in North America where wheat production and population densiry are inversely

related.

Production costs vary among mills according to such factors as labour rates, land

costs, energy costs, and milling efficiency. It has been suggested that the U.S. milling

industry enjoys a cost advantage over the Canadian industry due to a more specialized

production process, access to a greater variety of wheat, and a greater capacity utilization

rate (Industry, Science, and Technology Canada 1988).

Chronic underutilization of capacity has occur¡ed in the Canadian milling industry

since the decline of the post World War II export market for flour in Europe. Current flour
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milling activity is about 1.7 million tonnes of hard wheat compared to 2.7 million tonnes of

ha¡d wheat milling capacity, representing a capacity utilization rate of only 63 percenlg By

way of comparison, total flour milling activity in the U.S. is about 14.1 million tonnes of

hard wheat with hard wheat milling capacity cumently at 16.8 million ronnes, suggesting a

capacity utilization rate of 84 percent.l0

Finally, there is some evidence of economies of size available to the milting

industry. Results of a study conducted in the United States indicated that production costs

declined by 30 percent in going from the smallest to largest mill size classificarion (Eustace,

Niemberger and'Ward 1977).

Based on the multiplicity of factors influencing the economic performance of the

flour milling indusû-y, the difficulty of estimating the impact of the FTA is evident. While

the milling companies tend. to focus on their own individ.ual financial performance, the

question of the competitive position of the industry as a whole is left largely unanswered.

Of equal interest and complexity are the expected trade flows in both wheat and flour

between canada and the united states based on a scena¡io of free trade.

In consideration of the above cornments, the problem to be addressed by this study

is two-fold. Based on the full implementation of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement,

what is the optimal location of hard wheat flour milling capacity in Canada? And secondly,

what general trade flows in hard wheat and hard wheat flour are likety to occur in a free

trade environment?



Objectives

There are three primary objectives of this study:

1. To develop a mathematical programming model of the hard wheat flour milling industry

based on empirical estimates of processing costs, transportation costs, apparent flour

demand, and wheat supply, price, and protein content.

2. To determine the optimal (least-cost) allocation of hard wheat flour milling capacity by

region, based on the following scenarios:

a.

in

Existing uade bar¡iers; capacity consÍaints to reflecr the present milling capacity

the industry,

b. Existing trade barriers; no capacity consrraints,

c. Free rade; capacity constraints to reflect the present -illiog capacity in the
indusÇ, and

d. Free trade; no capacity constraints.

6

3. To estimate the expected rrade flows between Canada and the United States in hard

wheat and hard wheat flour based on a least cost disrribution of milling capacity in a free

trade environment.

The solution for the optimal distribution of flour milling with consrraints on

capacity will reflect the short run immobility of fixed capital resources. The solution

without constraints on capacity will reflect the economically optimal allocation of milling

capacity in the long run when all resources are variable.
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In summary, a quantitative estimate of the economic impact of the FTA on the

Canadian hard wheat flour milling industry will be developed. The model will provide a

generai indication of the magnitude and direction of nade flows and a normative solution to

the least cost allocation of milling capacity. Specific issues such as rhe economic viabiliry

of individual mills and the broader impact on social welfare are not add¡essed.

Alternative solutions to the model will also be examined (Burton et at. 1987). It is

recognized that the assumptions required of linear programming (LP) models such as

linearity, additivity, divisibility, finiteness, and proportionaliry limit their ability to provide

realistic economic models, but they have been widely used in agricultural economics due to

their relatively straightforward mathematical requirements. Traditionally, analysis has

focused on the optimal solutions and associated post-optimality analysis. Given the

restrictive assumptions required, and thus the imperfect representation of the real problem,

solutions that deviate from the solution optimum within an acceptable range may also be of

interest. For example, while the optimal allocation of milling capacity may indicate

substantial industry rationalization resulting from free trade, there may exist other solutions

that approximate the least-cost solution while allowing for the influence of exogenous

factors such as capital fixedness, established custome relations, and relocation costs. This

study will therefore examine the existence and importance of nearly optimal solutions and

their impact on the conclusions that are drawn from the mod.el.

Methodology

The spatial equilibrium modei involves the application of marhematical

programming techniques to determine the optimal allocation of milling capacity in North

America based on minimizing total input, processing, and transportation costs. The model

provides the least-cost allocation of capacity and resulting trade flows while meeting the
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demand for flour by region. The model is divided into regions corresponding to census

zones and jurisdictional boundaries.

The model is limited to hard wheat milting for pan bread flours. In Canada, this

represents about 82 percent of the total wheat milled. Soft and durum wheat miiling

activities are excluded as both utilize a different milling process and have distincr consumer

markets. In general, durum wheat is milled into semolina which is the primary ingredient

in pasta. Soft wheats are typically of a much lower protein content and yield flour which is

more suitable for cakes, cookies, and pastries.

The three categories of wheat incorporated into the model are Canadian hard red

spring (CWRS), U.S. ha¡d red spring, and U.S. hard red winter. Premiums are included

to reflect the existing price differentials between wheat classes.

OrganízatÌon of Thesis

The remainder is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief

background of the evolution of flour milling, an overview of the Canadian and U.S. flour

milling industries, and an examination of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement.

Chapter 3 provides a discussion of the theoretical foundations of the problem. This

entails a brief discussion of location theory, the assumptions and limitations of LP

modeling and trans-shipment models, and an analysis of the theoretical issues involved in

constructing the model. The Íeatment of nearly optimal solutions is also examined.

Chapter 4 examines the various data sources used and the structure of the empirical

model.

Chapter 5 is a discussion of the modei solutions and a summary of the results. A

number of alternative solutions are also examined.

Chapter 6 offers conclusions and an overall assessment of the impact of the FTA on

the milling industry and expected rade flows based on the findings of the study.



m. Eackground

The Flour Mílting Industry

The development of the flour milling industry has played an important role in the

advancement of modern civilization. A brief discussion of the evolution of the indusÇ can

be divided in four stages. What may be looseiy called the primitive srage began with the

first wheat grown as a food crop in about 10000-8000 B.C. (PomeÍanz 1988). From this

period up to about 1000 B.C., each househoid prepared its own supply of crushed grain

daily. With the improvement of stone grinding implements people were evenrually able to

produce more than their daily requirements, leading to the Roman invention of the rotary

mili in about 300 8.C.. This stage of centralized production saw a gradual shifting of

production from the household to specialized mills. Within this period the means of power

evolved from humans, to animals, and finally to water and wind. Thus, the fîrst economic

choices in mill location were largely influenced by the availability of natural sources of

power.

In 18th and 19th century Europe, with the growing popularity of white flour

(sieved to remove the bran), mills were constructed in every small town. In latter 18th

century France there was one mill for about every 400 inhabitants (Braudel1919). This in

contrast to today in Canada where there is a flour mill for approximately every 700,000

residents. Braudel (1979) has pointed out that the major reason for the large number of

mills was not the inabiliry to specialize in production but rather the inability of flour to keep

well. In fact, while wheat could keep for long periods of time, flour had to be milled to

meet daily requirements.

The importance of bread in Europe around 1800 can be measured by the

relationship between the average expendirure on bread and the total family income. During
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this period in Berlin, expenditure on bread represented about 44.2 percent of total family

income. Braudel (Ig7g) compares the price of grain with the hourly wage of the most

underprivileged workers as a measure of its importance. The hours of labor required to

purchase a quintal (cwt) of wheat in France between 1700 and 1850 averaged about 100

hours, or about one kilogram of wheat per hour of work. As the price of bread rose in

relation to labor hours, thousands of so-called bread riots occurred throughout Europe

berween the 15th and 18th centuries. During these times an affordable supply of bread was

certainly a prerequisite of social order.

V/ith the invention of steam power during the Industrial Revolution, and the first

steam-driven mills in the late 19th century, the industrial age eliminated the need to locate

by natural sources of energy. The flour mill was an integral part of the Industrial

Revolution, and it was during this period that the present day gradual reduction system was

developed. The middlings purif,rer was invented to remove the bran particles from the flour

and the iron rollermill was developed to replace the millstone.

The frnal step from the primitive, centralized, and industriai stages may be referred

to as the modern technological stage. Although the basic milling process has not changed

since the Industrial Revolution, a number of refinements have been made to improve the

efficiency of the process. V/ith the advancements in transportation and flour preservation

there has been an ongoing rationalization of the industry to this day. Based on the latest

figures available from the International Wheat Council (1987), world rrade in flour is

currently about 5.3 million metric tonnes from an annual production of about 223 mlllion

tonnes offlour.



The Gradwl Reduction Process

Before an overview of the modern milling process is presented, a brief look at the

composition of the wheat kernel is useful. Referring to figure 1, a grain of wheat is made

up of three major components - the endosperm, bran, and germ, in proportions of roughly

85 percent, 13 percent, and 2 percent respectively. The wheat germ is the embryo or

rudimentary plant which develops into a new plant upon gennination, the endosperm

provides food for the growing embryo, and the bran provides a protective outer coating to

the wheat berry.

The objective of flour milling is the separation of the endosperm from the bran and

germ. Technically, flour is defined as wheat endosperm particles of I49 microns or less in

size.11 The milling process involves opening the berry and scraping the endosperm while

leaving the bran and germ intact. As shown in figure 1, this separation process is

complicated by a single crease which runs to the center of the kernei, therefore the current

milling process is less than 100 percent efficient. Although the endospern represents about

85 percent of the kernel, current extraction rates in North America average only about 75

percent. The endosperm is valued for its high level of starch and protein and its ability to

yield high volume, palatable bread products. The major by-products of flour milling,

collectively known as millfeeds (bran, shorts, and middlings), are sold primarily for animai

feed. An increasing amount of bran is being utilized as part of today's high fibre diet.

Wheat germ is sold as a health food or further processed to exrract vitamin E.

The modern milling process is a sophisticated operation using highly specialized

equipment and operated from a cenÍal computer control panel. The flour milling process

can be divided into five stages (Sarkar 1989):

11



Longitudinal Section

l2

Cross Section

Sou¡ce: Canadian Inærnational Grains Insúu¡te. Grains and Oilseeds: Handling. Ma¡keting. and Processing-

Third Edition, Winnipcg: Canadian International Grains Instituæ , 1983: p.559.

Crease

Figure 1. Diagram of the wheat grain



1. wheatreception and storage,

2. wheat blending and preparation for milling,

3. the flour milling process,

4. flour collection and treatment,

5. product handling, packing, storage and dispatch.

Although each stage is essential to overall efficiency, the flour miiling process

represents the core of the modern mill. Once the raw wheat is thoroughly cleaned and

temperedl2 to the optimal moisture content, it goes through a multi-stage gradual reduction

process of grinding and separating. The process is divided into four distinct operations -

the bneak, grcding, purif,rcation and reduction. The three main types of equipment used are

the rollermill, plansifter, and purifier. The rollermill consists of two cast iron rolls which

turn in opposite directions and at different speeds. The wheat is fed into the gap between

the com:gated rolls (referred to as the nip) which imparts a shearing action to open the

kernel and release the endosperm, while leaving each in as large a particle size as possible.

This is referred to as the break system. The plansifter then separates the resulting

middlings according to size. The larger particles, made up of bran with adhering

endosperm, are sent to a second break where they are fu¡ther ground and returned to the

plansifter for sifting or "bolting". This process continues unril only the flat bran particles

remain. The smaller particles are passed on to the purifier which separates the small

particies according to pure endosperm, endosperm with bran attached, and smali bran

particles. The purifier removes as much bran as possible before the middlings are

gradually reduced to flour particle size with smooth rollers in the reduction stage. At each

stage a certain amount of flour is produced, which is referred to as machine flour. Each

machine flour has distinctive characteristics. Those particles which a¡e closest to the bran

have a higher protein and ash content. These particles are produced during the latter

13
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reduction stages. The various machine flours can be blended to obtain flours of different

specifications. After milling, the flou¡ is treated with a variety of flour improvers,

bleaching ingredients, vitamins, and preservatives in final preparation for packaging or

bulk delivery. Although the process described above is typical of milts throughout the

world today, the combination and number of break rolls, siftings, and reductions (known

as the flow sheet), varies by mill and according to the characteristics of the wheat being

milled. The mill design and flow sheet a¡e an important parr of the overall efñciency of the

mill.

Although the basic gradual reduction system has not changed since the Industrial

Revolution, there have been significant improvements in mill design and efficiency. In

general, modern milling equipment is more reliable, more efficienr (both higher extraction

rates and the capability of processing a greater throughput of wheat with the same milling

and reduction surface areas), safer13, and more economical in terms of labor and energy

requirements. The most significant deveiopments have been in the areas of cleaning,

tempering, handling, and automation. New cleaning systems separate the wheat kernel by

weight, which allows for a more intensive cleaning of the small portion of wheat in which

the contaminants are concentrated. Tempering systems now provide for a more precise

regulation of moisture content, improved peneÍation and uniformity, and continuous

moisture monitoring. Pneumatic handling systems have replaced the conventional bucket

elevator systems, thereby reducing manpower requirements, improving material uniformity

for grinding and sifting, and providing for safer handling. Pneumatic handling sysrems

have also reduced mill construction costs by making it possible to build mills with fewer

floors. The former bucket elevator system, which operated by elevating the material to the

top of the mill from where it flows by gravity (similar to primary grain elevators), could

require up to six stories. Automation through the use of computers has provided for

greater milling precision, better monitoring and reduced labor requirements. Other recent
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developments include the increase in bulk handiing facilities, air classification systems, and

greater attention to starch damage.

There are cleariy opportunities for mills to gain a competitive advantage in terms of

milling efficiency. Recent evidence suggests that European millers are achieving an

extraction rate of about 81 percent. Based on an average annual throughput of 100,000

tonnes of wheat at $.20 per kilogram flour price (ignoring the vaiue of the millfeeds) a one

percent improvement in exfaction amounts to a gain of $200,000 per year.14

The Canadian Indtstry

Commercial flour milling in Canada began in the late 1800s. One of the flrst

milling companies, Ogilvie Mills, became one of the major grain buyer/handlers in the days

of the early Canadian grain trade. Today Ogilvie remains as the largest mitling enterprise in

the nation. The milling industry grew rapidly in the early 1900s as rhe'West opened, wheat

production soared, and the rollermiil and purifier produced high quaiiry flour from the hard

Prairie wheat.

The rollermill played an important role in the Fo"vth of wheat farming in western

Canada. While the millstone was well suited to milling soft wheats, such was not the case

for harder vitreous wheats. The roller mill made it possible to produce flour from hard

wheats, and this flour was soon recognized for its superior bread-making qualities. The

growing conditions in western Canada proved to be ideally suited for the production of

these hard wheats.

Throughout the early years of the industry, Canadian flour enjoyed a growing

demand due to the rapid population growth and exports to European counrries, and in

particular Britain. Flour exports to Europe again boomed during V/orld War II and the

post-war reconstruction. Since then, there has been a strong trend toward industry



concentration and increasing

number of wheat flour mills in

isolation from the world flour market. Table

Canada for selected years.

Number of Wheat Flour Mills in Canada for Selected Yearsf

Year

1907

1908

t9r7

1979

1922

1930

t932

1948

No. of Mills

454

602

615

115

801

503

502

399

TABLE 1

tSource: Milling and Baking News. Vol.
Company.
*Calculaæd by author.

t6

1 shows the

The number of flour mills in Canada has declined from a high of 801 in 1922 to 35

in 1990. The th¡ee largest firms - Maple Leaf Mills Ltd. (a subsidiary of British owned

Hillsdown Holdings PLC), Ogilvie Miils (a subsidiary of John Labatt), and. Robin Hood

Multifoods (a subsidiary of International Multifoods Corporation) together operate 12 mills

and account for about 70 percent of the flour produced in Canada.

Since World V/ar II the industry has operated in an envi¡onment that is increasingly

isolated from the world market. A number of factors have contributed to this, including the

two-price wheat system, the decline of the flour export trade, the U.S.- E.C. trade subsidy

war, and the protection from competing imports provided by the Canadian ÏVheat Board.

Year

1953

1959

1965

1969

191r

1973

1982

1990

No. of Mills

168

67

57

51

45

42

4l
*35

52, No. 31. Shawnee Mission, KS: Sosland Publishing
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Canadian flour exports have been declining since the early 1950s, at which time

Canada held 30 percent of the 4 million tonne worid flour trade and flour represented about

10 percent of Canadian wheat exports. Today Canada's share of the 5.3 million tonne

world flour trade is about 7 percent, with flour making up only about 2 percent of total

Canadian wheat exports (International Wheat Council 1987). This decline in market sha¡,:

is largely due to the export subsidies on flour provided by the U.S. and the European

Community. (Canada, the United States, and the EC-12 account for over 90 percent of

world flour exports.) Although Europe \ilas once Canada's major flour market, the two

now compete directly for export markets. The d¡amatic increase in European production

since V/orld V/ar II has been largely due to the incentive of support prices and protection

provided for under the Common Agricultural Policy. The EC has increased its share of the

world flour trade from 34 percent in 1966-67 to 66 percent in 1985-86, aithough in

absolute terms, total EC flour exports have also fallen.

Súff competition has also come from heavily subsidized U.S. exports. Millers in

the U.S. have been supported by provisions under the Export Enhancement Program and

Public Law 480. The Export Enhancement Program was enacted under the 1985 Food

Security Act specifically to counteract the export restitution programs in the European

Community. Public Law 480 provides speciai long term credit to developing countries at

below-market rates. European and U.S. flour subsidies have at times exceeded twice the

initial price paid to Canadian farmers by the Canadian Wheat Boa¡d for wheat. The current

Uruguay Round negotiations of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade appear to hold

little promise for a reduction in trade distorting export subsidies and movement toward

increased trade iiberalization. In any event, the prospects for a revived world flour trade

are not good.

Currently the majority of Canadian flour exports are in the form of food aid

administered by the Canadian International Development Agency. Cuba remains the only

major export destination for Canadian flour, a ma¡ket which has recently been threatened
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by imports from European millers. Cuba's imports have also fallen by more than half with

the construction of new mills. On a world-wide basis, Egypt is the largest remaining

export market accounting for about one third of world flour imports. Afüca represents the

only region of growing demand for flour and currently accounts for more than 50 percent

of world trade.

The development of the Canadian milling industry has clearly been influenced by

the protection provided under the current system of tariffs and import licensing. Given the

virtually total protection from competition, it has been suggested that the Canadian milling

industry has opted to concentrate on the high profit domestic market (Loyns et al. 1989).

'While this may be the case, it is unlikely that Canadian millers will concede the intemational

markeçlace given the excess capacity in the industry. The Canadian National Millers

Association has continually lobbied the federal government for increased flour exports as

part of food aid programs, arguing that value-added flour provides more economic spin-

offs than do raw wheat exports. Ca¡ter (1986) determined that the profit margin on flour

milling in Canada was approximately 920.75 per tonne of whear milled versus only g3.75

in the United States, and suggested that Canadians were paying too much for flour based

on price comparisons with Japan, France, Britain and the United States.

The declining world flour trade has affected all exporting nations. 'World flour

trade has fallen from 8.5 million tonnes in 1980-81 to 5.3 million tonnes in 1985-86, the

lowest level in ten years (International Wheat Council 1987). Ironically this decline has

come at a time when world demand for flour is at an ail-time high. The deciine is

atributable mainly to the construction of mills in developing countries. The impetus b€hind

the recent mill construction is a combination of factors. Beyond the national pride and

stigma attached to developing one's own industry, developing countries have responded to

perceived economic benefits of domestic value-added industry. It has also been suggested

that mill manufacturing and engineering companies from Italy, Switzerland, and England

have been provided with large subsidies by their governments on sales to foreigners
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flMorld Grain 1986). Notable examples of once major importers include Venezuela, Saudi

Arabia, Indonesia, Korea, Vietnam, and the Philippines. Clearly, in the absence of the

attractive world flour prices created by export subsidies, world trade would have declined

even more so.

Under the two-price wheat system in Canada from 1967 to 1988, the federal

government regulated the price of wheat soid to the domestic milling industry. The

domestic price paid by millers was set at a fixed amount, or allowed to fluctuate within a

limited range. This caused the price paid by millers in Canada to alternate over the years

between positions above and below the world price. In recent years, the Canadian milling

industry has charged that higher domestic wheat prices have been a major factor

contributing to the erosion of Canadian flour expons and the cause of higher flour prices in

Canada (Canadian National Millers Association 1987). This claim is not entirely accurate

as the millers have been compensated for the difference between the domestic price and

world price of wheat for all export sales under the two-price wheat system.

The two-price system also provided a measure of stability and equity among

domestic mills. Under the system ail mills received wheat at a common price. Even the

value of miil wheat stocks was adjusted when the price changed to prevent mills with a

large storage capacity from gaining a cost advantage over smaller mills. During the

negotiation of the FTA, the Canadian National Millers Association lobbied the federal

government to abandon the two-price system, arguing that Canadian millers and bakers

would be at a serious cost disadvantage in relation to the U.S. competitors with the price of

wheat pegged above the market levei. On August 1, 1988 the Canadian Wheat Board

disbanded the two-price system recognizing the incompatibility of such a system within a

free trade environment.15

In summary, it is clear that a number of factors have served to insulate the Canadian

industry from the competitive worid market in recent years. Under free trade the industry

will be faced with direct competition and opportunities for expoft sales.



Profile of the Canadían and U.S. Flour Milling Industries

The following discussion briefly profiies the structures of the Canadian and U.S.

flour milling industries. Of the 45 flour miils presently operating in Canada, there are 35

hard wheat mills, 27 of which mill a combination of hard and soft wheat, durum wheat,

oats, barley, rye, cotn, and triticale, and 8 of which mill strictly hard wheats. The

remaining 10 mill corn, rye, oats, durum, ând/or soft wheat. The average capacity of

Canadian mills increased from 184 tonnes per day in I97 4 to 270 in 1984, with individual

capacity ranging from 5 to over 1000 tonnes per day (Statistics Canada 1985).16 Average

capacity is greater in eastern Canada at223 tonnes per day, compared to 184 tonnes per day

in western Canada. The industry has witnessed a gradual closing of older mills in western

Canada, many of which were built to serve the export market and have remained viable

only because their capital costs have been fully recovered. A recent example of this is the

closing of the Ogilvie mill in Winnipeg which was built in 1885.

Wheat makes up 96 percent of all cereal grains milled in Canada (82Vo hard,lTVo

soft, and 6Vo durum} Given the price inelastic demand for flour and the slow population

gowth in Canada, total flour production has remained relatively constant over the past 20

years. Any increase in domestic demand due to population growth has been offset by the

decline in flour exports, leaving total annual flour production at roughly 2.5 miltion tonnes.

Per capita annual wheat flour consumption is currently about 61 kilograms based on

average consumption for 1985, 1986, and 1987 (Agriculture Canada 1988).17 The

domestic flour market is divided into family users, bakeries, biscuit manufacturers, food

processors, and industriai users (industrial starch and vita-l wheat gluten manufacturing).

Hard wheat flour consumption is about 43.5 kilograms per person, which is the equivalent

of about 68 kilograms of bread or one hundred 24 ounce loaves. Interestingly, the per

capita consumption of bread products varies substantially by counn'y as table 2 illustrates.

20
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By way of comparison, there are curently 207 wheat flour mills operating in the

U.S. with active capacity of 1.16 million hundredweights of flour. Annual per capita

wheat flou¡ consumption in the U.S. is just slightly less than Canada at about 58

kilograms. Table 3 provides the 1989 hard wheat milling capacity by state and province.

Based on these figures, the United States has about 6.25 times the hard wheat mitling

capacity as Canada for approximately 9.5 times the population. Finally, the Canadian

industry is somewhat more concentrated than the U.S. industry as illustrated in table 4.

TABLE 2

Countr.v

Libya
Bulgaria
Egypt
A.lgeria
Morocco
Soviet Union
Greece
Hungary
Poland
Czechoslovakia
East Germany
Portugal
Belgium
Italy
Spain
West Germany
Canada*
keland
France
The Nettrerlands
New Zealand
Austria
Great Britain
Ausralia
United Srarcs
Sweden
Swizerland
Denma¡k
Brazil
Japan

Annual Rread Consumption by Countrvf

Annual Consumption fkg per person)

200
1&
r62
160
153
r42
r28
t20
119
108
94
85
82
80
74
t3
68
67
65
62
57
55
47
46
5t
3l
26
21
19
10

TSou¡ce: Pomeranz, Y., ed. Vy'heat Chemistrv and Technologv. 3rd ed.
Associarion of Cereal Chemists, 1988: p.i3.
*Sou¡ce: Stadsrics Canada. An Overview of Canadian Grain Milline.
Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1985: p.22.

Vol. i. St. Paul, MN: American

Canlogue 22-502 Occasional.



TABLE 3

1989 Hard Wheat Milling Capacity By State and provincet

S tate/Province

British Columbia
Albertâ
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec & Maritimes
Total Canada

Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Missou¡i
Montana
Nebraska
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakoø
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Souú Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utåh
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Tolal United States

Capacity (Cwt. ol Flour Per Dal¿)

3,200
17,450
74,340
4,290

58,430
4.7300

145,010

9,000
9,500

55,600
7,500

472
27,500

5,800
45,000
21,500
14,750

109,700
11,500

1,900
Lrg,250
61,348
74,820
29,t70
12,000

1,000
TTI,825
2r,720

7,000
14,400
29,500
9,000

25,900
3,000

22,000
43,940
18,200
r1,844
19,300
13.500

907.439
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tSource: Milling and Baking News. i989 Milling Directory. Shawnee Mission, Ksrsosland fuUtisning
Company, 1989.



Largest Four Companies

l-argest Eight Companies

Concentration Ra!ios: Canadian and U.S. Flour Milling Industries

TSource: Goldberg, Ray A. Economics of the Flour Milling Industry. Presentation to the lutillers
National Federation 81st Annual Meeting. Harva¡d, 1983: p.26.
*Source: Statistics Canada. An Overview ol Canadian Grain Milling. Catalogue 22-502 Occasional.
Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1985: Appendix C.

United States(1983)T

5r.9 Vo

1I.2 Vo

TABLE 4

The Canada - U.S. FreeTrade Agreement

Ca¡ada and the United States enjoy the biggest trading relarionship in the'fforld

today. Total trade in 1987 was close to $200 billion. Currently more than 75 percent of

Canada - U.S. trade is free of duty. It is estimated that Canadian farmers export about

three billion dollars in agricultural products ro the united states annually.

The FTA establishes a free trade area with the objective of mutual gains based on

the principle of comparative trade advantages. The agreement encompasses a wide range of

goods, services, and investments, including agricultural products. The spirit and

objectives of the FTA are captured in Arricle 102:

The objecúves of this Agreement, as elaborated more specihcalty in its provisions, are to:

a) eliminate ba¡riers to rade in goods and services between the territories of the Parties;

b) facilitate condiûons of fair comperiiion wirhin the free-trade area;

c) liberalize significantly conditions for investment within this free-t¡ade a¡ea;

d) esnblish effective procedures for the joint administration of this Agreement and the resolution
ofdisputes; and

e) lay the foundation for further bilateral and multilateral cooperation to expand and enhance the
benefits of this Agreemenr.

Canada(1 985)*

13.0 Vo

86.5 Vo

23
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At the signing of the FTA, Canada's tariff on flour was $5.058 per tonne

(approximately 2 percent at current flour prices) and 7.5 to 10 percent ad valorem on

bakery mixes. The U.S. tariffs were $.52 per hundredweight of flour (approximately 5

percent) and 10 percent ad valorem on bakery mixes. Under the FTA, the countries have

agreed to eliminate these tariffs over the next ten years in ten equal annual stages. Article

401 of the Agreement deals with tariff eliminarion:

1. Neither Party shall increase any existing customs duty, or int¡oduce any customs duty, on
goods originating in the territory of the other Party, except as otierwise provided in this
Agreement.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each Party shall progressively etiminate is
cus¡oms duties on goods originating in the territory of the other Party in accordance with the
following schedule. . .

5. At the request of either Party, the Pa¡ties shall consult to consider acceleration of the
elimination of the duty on specific items in the Schedule of each Party. An agreement between the
Parties on such accelerated implementation of dury-free treatment shatl be considered a part of this
Agreement and the accelerated implementation schedule for an item shall replace and supersede the
prior implementation schedule conlained in this Agreement for the item.

Under paragraph 40L-5, the Parties may agree to accelerate the elimination of

tariffs. Accelerated implementation of duty-free treatment is being examined for a number

of goods including flour and flour products.

Of greater significance to agriculture and food indusries are the effects of trade

distorting subsidies and non-ta¡iff barriers such as imporr licensing. In this regard, Ar:ticles

701 and 705 will have a significant impact on Canadian wheat-using industries and

producers. Under Article 701 the parties have agreed to eliminate all subsidies which

distort agricultural rade:

1. The Pa¡ties agree that their primary goal with respect to agricultural subsidies is to achieve, on
a global basis, ttre elimination of all subsidies which distort agricultural trade, and the Parries agree
to work together to achieve this goal, including through multilateral trade negotiations such as the
Uruguay Round.

2. Neither Pa¡ty shall introduce or maintain any export subsidy on any agricultural goods
originating in, or shipped from, its territory that æe exported directly or indirectly to the territory
of the other Party.
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3. Neither Party, including any public endry that it establishes or maintains, shall sell
agricultural goods for export to the territory of the other Party at a price below the acquisition price
of the goods plus any storage, handling or other costs incurred by it with respect to those goods.

4. Each Party shall take into account the export interests of the other Party in the use of any
export subsidy on any agricultural good exported to third countries, recognizing that such subsidies
may have prejudicial effects on the export interests of the other Party.

5. Canada shall exclude from the transport rates established under the Vy'estern Grain
Transportation Act agricultural goods originating in Canada and shipped via west coast ports for
consumption in the United States of America.

Paragraph 701-1 recognizes the commitment of both countries to the goal of the

total elimination of trade distorting subsidies in agriculture on a global basis. Paragraphs

7AI-2 and 701-3 prohibit the use of trade distorting subsidies and the dumping of

agricultural products within the two countries. Paragraph 701-4 calls for cooperation

between the two parties regarding export dealings with third countries. Cleariy such

cooperation depends entfuely on the good will of the two governments. For example, the

United States government continues to use the Export Enhancement Program to the

detriment of Canadian export interests. Finally, paragaph 701-5 has an immediate impact

on the Canadian milling industry by requiring the elimination of the transponation subsidy

on flour and millfeeds shipped via the west coasr to the United States.

A¡ticle 705 provides for the elimination of Canadian import licensing requirements

on wheat and wheat products effective when government support levels of the two a¡e in

parify. Article 705 will have the greatest impact on the flour milting industry as it provides

for eventual di¡ect competition and open access to both flour ma¡kets and wheat supplies:

1. Commencing at such time as the level of government suppoft for any of the grains wheat,
oats, or barley in the United States of America becomes equal to or less than the level of government
support for that grain in Canada, Canada shail eliminate any import permit requirements for wheat and
wheat products, oats and oat products, or barley and barley products, as the case may be, originating in the
territory of the United Srates of America, except that Canada may require that the grain be:

a) accompanied by an end-use certificate which has been completed by the importer of
record declaring that it is imported for consumplion in Canada and is consigned directly to
a milling, manufacturing, brewing, distilling or other processing facility for consumpúon
at that faci.lity;
b) denatured if for feed use; or
c) accompanied by a certificate issued by Agriculture Canada, or its successors, iffor seed

' use.
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2. The Canadian Grain Commission, or its successors, shall be responsible for monitoring
compliance with subparagraphs 1 (a) and (b) and shall freely provide the end-use cerrificare required in
subparagraph I (a).

3. For purposes of paragraph 1, wheat, oat and barley products shall be def,rned as processed or
manufactu¡ed substances which conuin alone or in combination more than 25 percent Uy weight of such
grain or grains. Any grain for which import permit requirements have been eliminated in accordance with
pamgraph i shall be excluded from this definiúon.

5. Each?arty shall, for purposes of restricting the importation of a grain or of a grain product due
to its content of that grain, retain the right, to the extent consistent with other provisiòns of ttris
.r",greement, to introduce or, where they have been eliminated, reintroduce quanútative import restrictions or
import fees on imports of such grain or grain products originating in the territory of the other Party if such
imports increase significantly as a result of a substantial change in either Party's support progrâms for that
grain. For purposes of this paragraph, grain means wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn, ridcate and sorghum.

Article 705 reveals that the likelihood and timing of free trade in wheat and wheat

products are not clea¡ cut. Under paragraph 705-1, Canadian import permit requirements

on wheat and wheat products are to be eliminated when support levels in the United States

become equal to, or less than, the support levels for the respective products in Canada.

'Wheat products are defined as those products containing 25 percent wheat by weight.

Annex 705.4 provides a complex method of calculating governmenr suppoft levels in the

two countries. The measure of government support is based on the ratio of total

government support payments over the vaiue of production for wheat, oats, and barley.

This ratio is computed for the two most recent crop years for which data is available. This

method of measuring support levels has shown an increase in support ievels in Canada

over the past two years due to the lower production caused by drought conditions in 1988

and to a lesser extent in 1989.

Finally, paragraph 705-5 leaves each country the right to reimpose quantirative

restrictions or import fees on imports which increase significantly as a result of changes in

support programs. Therefore, once free r¡ade in wheat and wheat products is initiated there

is no guarantee that it will remain in place.

This study endeavors to estimate the impact of the agreement based on the full

implementation of Articles 401,70I and 705.18 However, it is clear that the timing and
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prospects for unrestricted rade in wheat and flour remain dependent on the politicai witl of

the two nations. The issue is further complicated by the differing instituúonal structu¡es of

the two countries. In Canada, the price of milling wheat is set by the Canadian Wheat

Board for both exports and domestic sales. In the United States, the export price of wheat

is influenced by subsidies such as the export enhancement program. The use of export

subsidies effectively creates a two-price system for wheat in the U.S. since the export price

is lower than the price paid by domestic millers who are not eligible to receive the

subsidies. This situation presents a potential export opportunity for Canadian wheat

producers. While the price of wheat in traditional export markets like the Soviet Union is

depressed by the export subsidies, millers in the U.S. are not eligible for these subsidies

and therefore represent a higher price market for Canadian wheat.



mI. T'heoretical Considerations

Much of neoclassical microeconomic theory focuses on economic activity at a

singular point in space. Eariy theories of competition typically ignored the sparial aspect of

economic behavior and assumed the firm to operate at a single location. Nurtured by the

increasing sophistication of mathematicai techniques, location theory, or spatial economics,

has received increasing attention in recent years.

This chapter examines the theoretical foundations of rhe mathematical modeling

techniques used in the study. The applications, assumptions, and limitations of linear

programming (LP) models are briefly examined along with a discussion of rhe basic

structure of the modei used in the study. Theoretical considerations of nearly optimal

solutions to mathemaúcal programming models and solution generating techniques are also

examined.

T he o r etic al D ev e lop me nt

A brief examination of the theoretical development of spatial economics and

mathematical programming is useful in order to put the techniques used in the study into

historical perspective. Alfred 'Weber is generally credited with the first importanr

developments in the theory of location. Weber (1929) posed the question of how a firm

should locate to minimize the cost of serving a particular demand site given the spatial

separation of raw materials and consumers. The optimal plant location was determined by

finding the unique point that minimized transportation costs. At about the same time,

Hotelling (1929) considered the location of two sellers of a homogeneous product in an

evenly distributed linear marketplace. His analyses were concerned with the locational

interdependence of sellers in a competitive marketplace. While the work of 'Weber,

Hotelling, and others pioneered location theory, they failed to adequately address the

28
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demand side of location decisions, and lacked the mathematical techniques needed to relax

their restrictive assump cions.

The most significant breakthrough in mathematicai techniques came from the work

of George Dantzig. Dantzig pioneered iinea¡ programming merhods while working for the

U.S. At Force during World War II. His work focused on solving military logistics

problems in the war effort. Dantzig published a paper in 7947 ourlining the simplex

algorithm which provided a practical numerical procedure for linear constrained

optimization problems. The simplex method, which is based on matrix algebra, is still

widely used and has laid the foundation for subsequent developments in mathematical

programming. The post-war economic boom created a vibrant business envi¡onment

which soon applied Dantzig's techniques to business and indusry. In 1951 Kuhn and

Tucker published a paper outlining the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal

solutions which paved the way for the development of non-linear progamming.

But while the techniques proved to have many applications, the manual

computations required limited the ability to handle many problems. The advent and

development of electronic computer technology solved this problem and sparked.

phenomenal $owth in the theory and application of mathematical programming. Today

mathematical programming is widely used in business, economic analysis, agriculture, and

the military. Numerous modifîcations have been made to the basic linear programming

model including separable, quadratic, integer, stochastic and goal programming. ln recent

years, increasing attention has been devoted to post-optimality analysis. Although analysis

has traditionally been focused on the single optimal solurion, the quesrion is now being

examined as to the importance of neariy optimal soludons.



Linear P ro grammíng and T rans shipment M odels

Linear programming provides a means for describing economic problems in terms

of a mathematical model. The problem generaily involves optimization (minimizing or

maximizing) of an objective, subject to a set of limited resources. For example, a firm may

wish to maximize output subject to a limited supply of labor and capital.

One major application of linear programming is the ffansportation problem. In

general, transportation models attempt to minimize the cost of transporting a product ftom a

number of sources, with limited supplies, to a number of destinations with fixed demands.

The transshipment problem adds an intermediate point(s) between the source and

destination such as the processing plant in the flour milling industry model. Stollsteimer

(1963) developed a model for determining the optimal number, size, and location of

agricultural processing plants based on minimizing costs. The Stollsteimer model

determines the optimal number and location of plants simultaneously with the optimal size.

Linear progamming is restricted to problems with both a linear objective function

and linea¡ resource constraints. As such, there a¡e a number of properties of LP models

and assumptions required of the problem being modeled such as proportionality, additivity,

divisibility, homogeneity, and determinism. In brief, proportionality is implied by the

restriction of a linear objectivé function and resource consÍaints. Proportionality requires

that the rate of change of functional relationships be constant. For example, prices, costs,

and input proportions must be constant regardless of the level of ourput. Additivity

requires that the total measure of outcome and the total sum of resource usage be additive.

In a mathematical sense this implies that there can be no interaction between activities and

therefore no interaction terrns in the objective function. Divisibility requires that activities

not be restricted to integer values. This is a not a problem when dealing with commodities

such as wheat and flour as they can be supplied in fractional units. However, the fixed

costs of establishing a processing facility are typically ignored in a linear programming
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model as a result of this assumption. Determinism requires that all parameters in the

problem a¡e known with certainty. Finally, homogeneity implies that all activities and

resources are of equal quality. The implications of these assumptions for the empirical

model of the flour milling industry are further discussed in chapter 4.

The application of linear programming to the flour milling industry is not new. LP

models are used regularly to determine the optimal grist and divide milling process.

The basic model used in this study can be classified as a spatial equilibrium

transshipment model. It is a least-cost modei that minimizes the total wheat procurement,

milling, and transportation costs, while meeting a fixed regional demand for flour. The

essence of the study is how the equilibrium state changes given varying levels of trade

restrictions between Canada and the United States. The intent of the model is to determine

the optimal allocation of flour milling capacity in North America and the resulting trade

flows in wheat and flou¡ based on a scenario of free trade.

An important assumption of the model is the requirement that wheat supplies and

regional demands originate from a single point within each region. Given that the analysis

covers all of Canada and the United States, the regions chosen are necessarily large,

thereby resulting in the ag$egation of transportation costs. For example, the modei

implies that the enti¡e wheat supply in Saskatchewan originates in Regina. Wheat grown in

the Maple Creek area is much closer to the milling facilities in Calgary and Biltings rhan rhe

model indicates by a transpofiation cost originating from Regina. Given the broad

objectives of the srudy to analyze the general impact of the FTA, this approximation error is

judged to be acceptable. It is clear that in order to determine the viability of individual mills

one would have to increase the number of regions to minimize aggregation of transportation

costs. This approach would, in most cases, be feasible only for modeling a smaller portion

of the North American industry such as the Great Lakes region of Canada and the United

States.



The general transshipment model can be described mathematically as follows:

Minimize Z=LIrxl¡ Xij + I, Cj wj + LL TYjk Yjk

Subject to:

LYjk>Dk
J

1J

txijssi
l

j jk

wj<f xij
1

L Yjk < ßwj
k

xij, wj, Yjk

for all k

for all i

Where:

Subscripts

for all j

>0
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for ailj

i = supply sites

j - processing sites

k = demand sites

Constants

3.1

for a1l i, j, k

3.2

J.J

Cj = unit processing cost at j
TXij = unit cost of shipping raw material from i to j
TYjk = unit cost of shipping processed goods from j to k

Dk = unit demand at k

Si = units of raw material at i
ß = conversion factor

3.4

3.5

3.6



Activíties

Xij = u¡irc of raw material shipped from i to j
Wj = units processed at j
Yjk = units of processed good shipped to k

i) Ð ¿ Xlj TXrj - the total cost of moving the raw material to the processing facilities
1J

2) Ð Cj'Wj - totat processing costs
J

The objective function (3.1) can be broken down into 3 components:

3) L L TYjk Yjk - the total cost of moving the processed goods to the demand sitesjk

The constraints of the general transshipment model can be described as follows.

Equation 3.2 requires that the final product demand be met in each region. Equation 3.3

requires that raw material supply in each region not be exceeded. Equations 3.4 and 3.5

are transfer constraints which iink the inputs, processing activities and fînal demands.

Equation 3.4 limits the amount of processing at each site to the amount of raw material

shipped to that site. Equation 3.5 restricts the amount of processed goods shipped from

each processing facility to the amount processed at that site. Beta (ß) is a proportionaiity

factor which adjusts the unit size according to the production process. For example, the

proportionality factor for the empirical model of the flour milling industry is 75 percent,

which is the flour extraction rate. Finally, equation 3.6 reflects the standa¡d restriction of

non-negative activities.
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Variations of the Model

The empirical model used in this study is considerably more complicated than the

general transshipment model. Additions to the general model are included to add¡ess

various factors of the problem being studied. Besides the free trade model, a solution is

generated with t¡ade barriers between Canada and the United States in order to reflect the

situation prior to the FTA. The model is also solved with and without processing capacity

constraints to reflect the existing miiiing capacity in the indusrry. Given that flour milting is

a capital intensive industy, the existing capital structure will influence the adjustment of the

industry in the short run. Kilmer, Spreen, and Tilley (1983) use a dynamic plant location

model to account for transition costs in a more rigorous manner, by determining the optimal

path of plant adjustment over time. This approach explicitly considers the transition costs

of closing existing plants and opening new ones.

A principal contribution of the present study to the modeling of wheat-related

problems is the addition of a protein constraint. The empirical model requires that a range

for flour protein content be met at each milling site. The dual value of the protein constraint

provides an estimate of the implicit marginal value of an additional one percent of protein at

each processing site. This approach of determining prices for product characteristics is

similar to that used by Ladd and Martin (1916) who have adapted the hedonic price, or

characteristics demand approach, to apply to production inputs. The concept of hedonic

prices (Ladd and Martin i976; Wilson 1989; Veeman 7987), assumes that the price of a

good is a function of the individual characteristics of that good.

Ladd and Martin (I976) determine hedonic prices for feed corn characteristics

based on the dual values obtained from a feed blending linear programming model.

Hedonic prices can also be estimated with regression analysis by assigning the quantities of

the input characteristics as independent variables and the output price as the dependent

va¡iable (Ladd a¡d Martin; V/ilson; Veeman).
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The model also includes cost premiums for wheat supplies based on average export

price differentials. This assumes that the price differentials of the different classes of wheat

are established on the world market and that the domestic milling indusry is a price taker.

Based on the small size of the domestic milling indusfy in relation to the export market this

would appeff to be a reasonable assumption.

It is also possible for industry location studies to address the existence of

economies of scale. Holland and Baritelle (1975) outline a separable convex programming

approach to economies of scale in industry location models. This approach approximates

the non-linear total cost function of each plant by a series of piecewise linear functions.

While significant economies of scale have been shown to exist in flour milting @ustace,

Niernberger, and V/ard 1976), given the large geographical area covered by this study it is

not appropriate to address this factor in the model. Given the large demand regions the

model will always choose the largest scale of plant with the lowest average cost.

Economies of scale analysis is more suitable to modeling where each individual processing

facility is represented by a node. Given that there are abour 242 hañ wheat flour miils in

North America this is clearly prohibitive for this study.

A factor that is commonly emphasized in the flour milling industry is plant capacity

utilization. Given the large fixed capital requirements of flour mills, plant utilization is an

important factor in the financial performance of the industry. With the decline of the flour

export market many millers have faced chronic excess capacity in recent years. In

discussions with industry officials it was suggested that even labor is to a large extent a

fixed cost, as trained employees cannot be released every time demand falls off. Fixed

costs can be accounted for through the use of a mixed integer model (eg; Faminow and

Sarhan 1983).



Computer Software

The computer software used in the study is MINOS 5.1 (Modular In-Core Non-

linear Optimization System). MINOS is a FORTRAN-based system designed ro solve

linear and non-linear programming problems. The system was developed by the

Department of Operations Research at Stanford University in the late 1970s and early

1980s. MINOS uses a version of the simplex method developed by Dantzig (1963) for

linear problems, and a ve¡sion of Wolfe's Algorithm (Wolfe 1959) to solve problems with

a non-linear objective function and linea¡ constraints. The major limitations of MINOS are

the inabiliry to perform integer programming and the lack of a ranging component. MINOS

does provide reduced gradient values, which are useful for sensitivity analysis. This is

only relevant for non-basic variables however, since all basic variables take on a zero

reduced gradient value. Reduced gradient values represent the amount by which the

objective function value would increase (for a minimization problem) if one unit of the

activity were to be forced into the solution. Alternatively, these values can be interpreted as

the amount by which the cost associated with the given activity must decrease in order for

the activity to enter the oprimal solurion.

The default optimality tolerance was used which declares oprimality when the

absolute value of the reduced gradients falls within a specified range (See Murtagh and

Saunders: p.32).
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Modeling to Generate Alternatives (MGA)

"Since the real problem usually cannot be fully represented by a mathematical

model, the 'optimal solution' of that model is unlikely to be the 'best solution' for the

planning problem. Even in a multi-objective f¡amework the best solution to the planning
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problem most likely lies in the inferior region of the feasible objective space def,rned by the

model if there is at least one important unmodeled objective." (Chang et ai. 1981)

"... It follows that the use of mathematical models to identify only a single optimal

solution is a loss of potentially very valuable information. Therefore simple decision

models should be used to generate several alternative optimal or nearly optimal solutions

that can then be considered by the decision makers in the light of relevant nonquantifiable

criteria." (Harrington and Gidley 1985)

Traditionally LP analysis focuses on the single optimal solution. Given the

restrictive assumptions required in mathematical modeling, generating solutions that deviate

from the optimum within an acceptable range has attracted considerable interest in recent

years. Modeling to generate alternatives (MGA) has been considered by civil engineers in

water resource planning problems (Chang and Brilt 1982; Harrington and Gidley 1985)

and more recently in a farm management application to select a marketing strategy for calf

producers (Burton et al. 1987). The philosophy of MGA is based on rhe fact rhat

mathematical models are generally an imperfect representation of the real problem. Many

policy issues are difficult to model because they involve public-sector planning with

conflicting economic, social, and political goals, and thus there is no single, cor¡ect

objective function. It may therefore be preferable to provide the decision maker with a set

of alternative solutions from which qualitative, value judgements can be made.

The MGA approach is based on the premise that modeling should be a tool of the

decision maker rather than a replacement for the decision makers by providing a single

"ansrver" to the problem (Gidley and Bari 1986). The approach is to generate a set of

alternative solutions which are significantiy different from each other but which are

optimal, or nearly optimal, with respect to the modeled objective(s). Unlike goal
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pro$amming, MGA does not require that quantitative weights or priorities be assigned to

individual objectives, and is more likely to result in unanticipated, interesting solutions than

is the case for traditional sensiúvity analysis.

There are two distinct functions of MGA techniques. Fi¡st, solutions that fall

within an acceptable range of the optimal soiution are generated. A number of enumeration

algorithms have been developed to identify the extreme points on a convex polytope. In an

application, Harrington and Gidley (1985) obtained 740 solutions within one percent of the

optimal objective function value (at which time the program was terminated due to memory

limitations) for a problem with only 18 variables and 38 consrraints.le Burton et al. (1987)

provide a method of computing the number of possible exreme points for a given problem.

The second function of modeling to generate alternatives is the selection of

alternative solutions which are signif,rcantiy different from each other which will provide

meaningfui information to the decision maker. Clearly, the number of alternatives selected

must be limited in order not to overwhelm the decision maker with information.

MGA can be approached with a one-phase or two-phase technique. One-phase

techniques generate a small number of solutions that differ signif,rcantly from each other.

Two-phase techniques generate a large number of alternatives in the first phase and then

select a sub-set or "presentation set" in the second phase. The selection of the presentation

set can be performed by a number of techniques such as cluster analysis or simple ad hoc

inspection.20 Because of the computaúonal burden of this approach it is appropriate only

for relatively small problems. A survey of these techniques is provided by Gidley and Bari

(1e86).

The technique chosen for the present study is the Hop, Skip, and Jump (HSJ)

method, developed by Brill (1979). The three main advantages of this technique are: f . it

can be performed with any commercially availabie software; 2. it is a single phase

technique and therefore avoids the generation of a large number of alternative solutions; and
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3. the concept is straightforward. Gidley and Bari (1986) have concluded thar the HSJ

method is the most practical MGA technique.

Bu¡ton et al (1987) have suggested the following framework for generating nearly

optimal solutions:

Given:

Minimize z=c'x

Subject to: Ax < b

x>0

Where: z is the objective function value, c' is the cost vector, x is the activity vector, A is

the constraint coefficient matrix, and b is the resource vector. The objective function can be

converted into a consfaint yielding the following opportuniry set:

c'x<(1 + j)z*

Axcb

x>0

Where: z* is the optimal objective function value and j is the tolerable deviation from the

opfimal. For example, if j = .01, the total cost is allowed to exceed the optimal by one

percent. The HSJ technique minimizes the sum of the decision va¡iables that are nonzero in

the optimal solution, subject to the above constraint set. This objective function tends to

force va¡iables into the basis that were nonbasic in the previous solution, thereby producing

solutions that differ significantly. In the exÍeme case, this approach would force all of the

nonzero variables in the previous solution to zero thereby producing a solution that is

completely different yet satisfies the objective function ta-rget value. The above procedure

continues, each time minimizing the sum of decision va¡iables that are nonzero in the
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previous solutions, until such time as the set of nonzero decision variables remains the

same o the desired number alternative solutions has been generated.

Clearly, the HSJ method does not produce the compiete set of nearly optimal

solutions within the toierance range, however, it does provide alternative solutions that are

significantly different from each other which should be of interest to the decision maker.

Burton et al. concluded that the nearly optimal solutions provided much more information

about alternative resource allocaúons than that provided by the optimal LP solution.

In the empirical model of the flour milling industry used in the study, there a¡e

clearly exogenous factors that will influence both the objective function and constraint set

of individual millers. Although the single optimal solution may indicate a major

rationalization of the industry under free fade, there may also be solutions which are nearly

optimal that do not require a major relocation of plant capacity and the disruption of

established customer and supplier relations. It would therefore appear to be important that

altemative solutions be examined before any conclusions are drawn from the model.



IV. Ðata and the Empirical Model

The following chapter outlines the composition of the empirical model. First, the

data used in the model a¡e discussed in terms of thei¡ rationale and sources. A complete

description of the mathematical model used in the study is then presented. Finally the

approach used to examine a number of important issues is discussed.

Døn

The data used in the model can be broken down into nine categories - flour demand,

wheat supply, milling capacity, transportation costs, milling costs, wheat premiums, wheat

protein content, required flour protein content, and flour extraction mte.

Flour Dem,and

Annual hard wheat flour consumption in Canada lvas estimated at 43.5 kilograms

per person. This estimate is based on hard wheat supply and disposition figures obtained

by the author through a special request, from Statistics Canada. Consumption per capita is

based on average domestic disappearance of hard wheat flour for the years 1986, L987,

and 1988.

There are no di¡ect consumption figures available for ha¡d wheat flour consumption

in the United States. Annual per capita consumption of wheat flour, including durum and

soft wheat, for 1988 was 58.1 kilograms (Milling and Baking News. Vol.68, No.3.

Shawnee Mission, KS: Sosland Publishing Company, 1989. p.26). This figure was

adjusted according to the percentage of total domestic wheat disappearance that spring and

winter hard wheats made up for the period 1985/86 to 1989190, which was 70 percent.

Therefore annual per capita hard wheat flour consumption was estimated at 40.6 kilograms.
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By way of comparison, annual U.S. hard wheat milling capacity (12,635,864 tonnes of

flour), at a rate of 85 percent capacity utilization, less average expofis of 865,768 tonnes,

suggests a per capita consumption rate of 4I.23 kilograms, which is very similar to the

above estimate.

Demand for flour is calculated by multiplying the population in each region by the

per capita flour consumption. This approach assumes that the price elasticity of demand for

flour is zero, which is a reasonable assumption for stapie goods such as flour. Flour

demand by region is shown in tabie 5. Population figures exclude Hawaii, Alaska, the

Yukon, and the Northwest Territories.

The North American continent is divided into 12 demand regions as illustrated in

figure 2. The regions chosen a¡e based on population density, with a greater number of

regions defined where the population density is higher.



Region Province/State Pooulationf Kg/Caoiu* Demand(M.T.) Node

1 British Columbia, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba

2 Ontario

3 Quebec and Ma¡iúmes

4 Washington, Oregon, California

5 Montana, idaho, Wyoming,

N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Minnesota

6 Nevada, Utah, Colorado, A¡izona,

New Mexico

7 Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri

8 Texas, Oklahoma, A¡kansas,

Louisiana

Flour Demand bv Resion lAverase 1986 - 1988)

TABLE 5

7 ,321,821 43.5

9 Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, 36,365,000

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, S. Carolina

10 W. Virginia, N. Carolina, Delawa¡e, 19,760,000

Ma¡yland, D. of Columbia, Virginia

11 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 50,017,000

Maine, New Hampshi¡e, Vermont,

Massachusets, Rhode Island, Connecticut

9,t}r,694

8,810,074

34,141,000

'7 ,929,000

10,695,000

11,975,000

26,864,000

43

43.5 395,924

43.5 383,238

40.6 r,386,125

40.6 321,9t7

40.6 434,2t7

40.6 486,185

40.6 1,090,678

40.6 t,476,4t9

40.6 802,256

40.6 2,030,690

318,499 Caleary

12 Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan,

Indiana, Ohio

Total USA

Total Canada

Toronto

Monteal

San Francisco

Billings

Albuquerque

Kansâs

Dallas

Atlant¿

Washington

New York

fSou¡ces: Sradstics Canada. 1986 Census. Canlogue CS92-101, Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada,
i986.
United States Dept. of Commerce. Statistical
GPO, 1988.
*Sou¡ces: Milling and Baking News. Vol. 68, No. 3. Shawnee Mission, KS:
1989. p.26.
United Søtes Dept. of Agriculture. Wheat Situation and Outlook Report.
Washington: GPO, 1989. p.34.

41,'737,000

2 39,48 3,0 0 0

25,233,589

40.6 r,694,522

9,7 23 r010

l,0g7 166L

Abstract ol the United States 1988, 108th Ed., Washington:

Chicago

Sosland Publishing Co.,

WS-286, August 1989,
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Figure 2. Demand regions



Wheat Supply

Wheat supply is based on average production for the years 1985, 1986, and 1987.

These years were chosen based on the fact that they were both recent and reflected years of

normal crop conditions. Wheat suppty by region is provided in table 6.

Implicitly assumed in the model is that local wheat consumption needs will be met

before wheat is exported from a given region. This assumption is necessary because the

export demand for wheat is not included in the model. Given that the continental demand

for flour is small compared to total hard wheat production, this would appear to be a

reasonable assumption.2l

Wheat supply is represented by seven spring wheat regions and six winter wheat

regions as illustrated in figures 3 and 4. Regional dema¡cation was assigned on the basis

of totai production, with smailer regions assigned for higher producing areas. Therefore an

inverse relationship will exist between the error in transportation costs and the amount of

wheat shipped.
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Region Type Province/State Bushels 1000's) Meric Tonnesf Node

1

2

J

4

Hard Wheat Supplv bv Reqion (Averase 1985 - 19S7)

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Winter

Winær

Vr'inter

'Winter

Winter

Winter

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

T2

r3

Alberta

Saskatchewa¡r

Manitoba

'Washington, Idaho,

Montana

North Dakota

South Dakora

MinnesoLa

'Washington, Idaho,

Montana

Caüfomia

N. and S. Dakota

Nebraska, Kansas

Colorado

Oklahoma, Texas

New Mexico

TABLE 6

789,433

4&,167

154,867

78,138

r99,831

54,200

108,933

86,554

46,230

64,116

462,533

107,033

290,t47

5,r55,523

12,632,560

4,214,79I

2,126,569

5,439,674

1,475,093

2,964,672

2,355,6t5

t,258,175

r,744,952

12,588,090

2,912,962

7,896,510

1,249 r57 5

1,0 56,6 13

46

Total Spring

Total Winter

tSources: Søtistics Canada. Field Crop Reporrin& Series. Vols. 65 & 67,
Seasonal, Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1986 & 1988.
united staæs Dept. of Agriculture. wheat situation and outlook yea¡book.
'Washington: 

GPO, 1989. p.21.

Calgary

Regina

V/innipeg

Billings

Fargo

Rapid City

Minneapolis

Billings

San Francisco

Rapid City

Kansas City

Denver

Oklahoma City

34,007 ,87 t
29,156,304

United States Dept. of Agriculture. Agricultural Statistics 1988. Washington: GPO, 1988. pp.6-7.

No.8. Catalogrc 22-002-

IVS-284, February 1989,
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Figure 3. Hard red spring wheat regions
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Figure 4- Hard red winter wheat regions



Mílling Capaciry

Hard wheat milling capacity by region is provided in table 7. Seventeen milling

regions were defined (see figure 5) which allow for milling activity to be located in any

demand or supply region. Individual miiling nodes were chosen, whenever possible,

where significant milling capacity currently exists such as Toronto, Monfeal, Buffalo, and

Minneapolis. Annual milling capacity is based on 307 days per year (6 days per week less

holidays),24 hou¡s per day operation, which reflects full capacity assuming one day each

week for maintenance.
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TABLE 7

7989 Milling Capacity by Region

Region Province/state cwr Flour/lfayi M.T. wheat/Day Annual Capacity* Node

I British Columbia, Alberta

2 Saskatchewan

3 Manitoba

4 Ontario

5 Quebec and Ma¡itimes

6 Washington, Oregon

7 California

8 Montana, N. & S. Dakota

9 Utah, Colorado, A¡izona,

New Mexico

10 Minnesota

11 Nebraska, Kansas,

Iowa, Missouri

12 Texas, Oklahoma,

Louisiana

13 Tennessee, Alabama,

Georgia, Florida

14 Virginia, N. Ca¡olina,

Delaware

i5 New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania

16 Wisconsin, Illinois

n Michigan,Indiana,Ohio

Total Canada

Total USA

20,650

t4,340

4,290

58,430

47,300

28,300

55,600

24,820

36,200

tr9,200

213,968

84,940

64,300

34,036

149,725

58,500

37,800

145,0 10

907,389

7,249

867

259

3,534

2,861

r,'712

J,JOJ

1,501

2,rgg

7,209

t2,94r

5,131

3,8 89

2,058

9,055

3,53 8

2,286

8,770

5 4,87 9

383,416

266,256

19,654

1,084,891

818,236

525,456

1,032,3t45

460,842

672,t38

2,213,229

3,972,82r

t,577 ,rtz

1,193,991

631,959

2,77g,ggg

1,086,191

70r,846

2,692,453

16,847,919

50

Calgary

Regina

Winnipeg

Toronto

Monreal

Seattle

Los Angeles

Billings

Albuquerque

Minneapolis

Kansas City

Daltas

Atlanra

Norfolk

Buffalo

Chicago

Deroit

TSource: Milling and Baking News. 1989 Milling Directory. Shawnee Mission, KS: Sosland Publishing
Co., 1989.
*Annual milling capacity in tonnes of wheat based on a 75 percent flour extracdon rate and six days per
week operation.
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Figure 5. Milling regions



Transportatíon Costs

Wheat transportation costs are based on the compensatory rates provided under the

Western Grain Transportation Act (National Transportation Agency of Canada 1989).

These rates are based on the real cost of moving grain in Canada. The federal government

cu:rently pays 70.3 percent of the cost of moving grain and processed grain (including

wheat and flour) to export position, with the exception of exports to the U.S. through the

west coast port. The shipments must move through either Prince Rupert, Vancouver,

Churchill, or Thunder Bay to be eligible for the subsidized rates. The model used in the

study therefore reflects the real transportation cost, not the subsidized rates, based on the

assumption that in a free trade environment the transportation subsid.ies would be

considered an unfair trading practice.

Characteristic transportation costs were also obtained from CN Rail, Ogilvie Mills,

and Kansas State University. From these, it was verified. that the WGTA rates are an

acceptable approximation of the true commercial costs of moving gain.

It should be noted that a degree of er¡or exists in the transportation rates due to the

large number of factors that influence raii rates, such as the volume of grain shipped, length

of haul, competing modes of transportation, and whether or not there are opportunities for

backhaul shipments. Clearly, ail of these factors could not be examined for each of the

possible transportation routes in the model. Given the competitive nature of the

transportation industry, the majority of wheat and flour is shipped under confidential rate

agreements which the railways are unwilling to divulge to a third pafty. However, given

that the model involves distances ranging from i50 to 5000 kilometers, rare of haul is

clearly the dominant factor, which is the basis for the V/GTA rates. Although the mode of

transportation reflected in the model. is rail, wheat and flour may also move by u-uck,

intermodal, or water, which may also influence the ransportation rate.
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As discussed in chapter 3, there is also a margin of error inherent in transportation

models due to the regional demarcation. For example, the model implies that all wheat in

Saskatchewan is shipped from Regina. Simiiarly, ali demand for flour in Ontario is

assumed to emanate from Toronto. Given these limitations, the model provides an

indication of general trade flows and location of milling activiry, but does not provide

information on the viability of individual mit1s.

The flour transportation rate was estimated at 40 percent above the rates for wheat

for the same length of haul. The 40 percent differential is based on sample rates provided

by CN Rail and ogilvie Mills. Again a margin of er¡or exisrs as rhe flour/wheat cosr

differential is dependent on the mode of transportation, opportunities for backhaul, and

various other factors. For example, bagged flour is shipped from the Prairies to eastem

Canada by intermodal22 atpreferential rates because the trucks are able to return to the West

loaded with manufactured goods from Ontario and Quebec.

Mílling Costs

Milling costs for Canada were taken from the 1986 Interfirm Comparison for

Canadian Flour Mills (Dept. of Regional Industrial Expansion 1936). Average milling cost

(based on an extraction rate of 7 5Vo) per tonne of wheat milled is $36.19 for Ontario and

Quebec, and $41.63 for western Canada. The higher milling cost is attriburable ro the fact

that much of the milling capacity in western Canada was built to serve an expoft ma¡ket in

the fust half of the century using technology that is older and less efficient.

Although there a¡e no direct figures available on wheat milling costs per tonne in the

United States, the median milling cost in Canada was adjusted to account for the lower

labor cost in the United States. This approach assumes that the non-labor portion of

processing costs is similar in Canada and the United States. Labor makes up about 43

percent of the total processing cost of flour in Canada (Dept. of Regional Industrial
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Expansion 1986). The median labor cost in Canada for the milling indusrry was $16.02

per hour (1986) compared to $10.72 in United States (U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1989).

Therefore, the adjusted milling cost per tonne of wheat in the United States is $33.80.

Other factors that may influence the milling cost differenriai between the two

countries are energy costs and interest rates. Based on discussions with industry off,rcials,

it would appear that the technology used by the two countries is comparable.

Wheat Premiums

The model includes cost premiums to reflect the existing price differentials bemeen

U.S hard red winter (HRw ord.), U.S. hard red spring (DNS), and Canada ha¡d red

spring (CWRS) wheat classes. The premia are based on average export price differenrials,

which assumes that the prices of the different classes of wheat are established on the world

market and the domestic milling industry is a price taker. This would appear to be a

reasonable assumption given the small size of the domestic milling industry in relation to

the export market.

Estimates based on average prices C&F Japan for 1981/82 to 1985/86 and CIF

Rotterdam for 1974/75 to 1978179 (Internarional Wheat Council 1987) showed a premia of

$20 per tonne for U.S. ha¡d red spring and $33 per tonne for C'WRS, relative to U.S. hard

red winter. These estimates a¡e simiiar to those made by Wilson (1989), who concluded

that CWRS and U.S. Dark Northern Spring (DNS) are priced on average at 725 percenr

and 114 percent, respectively, relative to U.S. ha¡d red winter. The premium for CWRS

and DNS over the winter class reflects a higher protein content. The $13 premium for

CWRS over DNS reflects other qualiry factors such as uniformity, moisture content, insect

infestation, and cleanliness. A measure of the implicit value of these other factors is

provided by the reduced gradient values of the Canadian wheat shipping activities, which is

discussed in detail in chapter 5.



Wheat Protein Content

The most important characteristic used to evaluate bread-making ability is protein

content. There is a strong correlation between protein content and wheat gluten content,

which is an impoÍtant measure of bread-making quality (see figure 6). As such, the

majority of wheat classifications in both Canada and the U.S. specify the minimum protein

level. Although there is a disrinction befween protein quanriry and protein quality, and high

protein quantity does not guarantee good bread-making ability (Bushuk 1985), protein

remains the standard by which wheats are selected by millers. The model addresses the

protein factor by requiring that an average protein range be met that is consistent with flour

specifications of bakers in each region.

Protein content for the th¡ee classes of wheat was determined from quality reports.

The ten year average (1978-87) protein content for CWRS is 13.7 percent, based on 13.5

percent moisture content (Canadian Grain Commission 1988). U.S. hard red spring

protein content, based on a four year average (1985-88), is 14.37 percent at a 14 percent

moisture basis (Shelton et al. 1986-88). U.S. ha¡d red winter average protein conrenr is

considerably lower at i1.8 percent which represents a ten year average (1980-89) ata12

percent moisture basis (Kansas Agricultural Statistics 1989).

Two adjustments to the above estimates are necessary to provide a valid

comparison. First, protein content must be on a constant moisture basis. Since wheat is

generally tempered to about 16 percent moisture content just prior to milling, this was

chosen as the appropriate base. Normally the protein conrent in the flour is slightly less

than in the wheat due a loss in the milling process as there is a higher protein content in the

bran and the endosperm that is closest to the bran, which ends up in the millfeeds. The
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Figure 6. Relationship between flour protein content and gluten content
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wheat protein content in the model is adjusted for the average protein loss. Adjusted

protein values for the three classes of wheat are provided in table 8.

V/heat Class 7o Wheat Protein Content* 7o Protein Loss 7o Protein Content in Flour

CWRS

DNS

HRW Ord.

TABLE 8

Average Protein Content bv .Wheat 
Classf

fSource: Canadian Grain Commission. Ouality of Canadian Wheat . Winnipeg: Canadian Grain
Commission i987188.
Kansas Agricultural Staúsrics. Kansas Wheat Ouality 1989. Topeka: Kansas Sate Board of Agriculture,
1989.
Shelton, D.R., B.L. D'Appolonia, T.C. Olson, G. Matthiensen, R.Nelson, and D.Puh¡. The Ouality of
The Regronal (Montana. North and South Dakota. Minnesota) Hard Red Spring Wheat (DNS'I Crop.
Fargo: North Dakota State University, 1986, 1987, & 1988.
* 16 percent moisrure basis.

F lour P rotein Requirement

13.3

14.0

11.3

.6

.6

'7

The protein constraints in the model require that a range of flour protein content be

met. A minimum level of protein is required by bakers in order to ensure adequate gluten

strength. A maximum tolerable level of protein is also specified for two reasons: 1. higher

protein wheat is generally more expensive; 2. a gluten content that is too high causes

problems for bakers by making the dough tougher and harder to mix.

It should also be noted that bakers can adjust to different baking cha¡acteristics in

the flour to some extent. For example, it appears that bakers in the winte¡ wheat regions

will accept a slightly lower flour protein content. This may be attributed to the fact that

given the abundance of lower protein winter wheat, the bakers have iearned to compensate

12.7

13.4

10.6
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for the lower protein levels. In discussions with Kansas wheat quality and milling

specialists, it was suggested that in years of low protein harvests, pan bread has been made

from flour with as low as 10.5 percent protein. Consistency may therefore be more

important to the baker than the actual protein content, provided it is within the acceptable

range for pan breads.

The following flour protein requirements are used in the model:

Canada: 11.57o to 13.jVo

USA: 17.07o to I2.5Vo

The range for Canada is based on discussions with the Canadian Internatíonal

Grains Institute and Soo Line Mills of Winnipeg. The range for the United States is based

on discussions with the Wheat Quaiity Council (Kansas) and North Dakota State

University, Dept. of Cereal Science and Food Technology. (Also see Pomeran z page 26

and I-oyns et al. page 38.)

Flour ExtractionRate

The flour extraction rate used in the study for both Canada and the U.S. is 75

percent. There appears to be no evidence to suggest a significant difference in extraction

rates between Canada and the United States. Any marginal differences in extraction rate

may be attributed to differences in the wheat being milled and not to differences in the

milling technology. Since the model theo¡etically allows for the use of any wheat at each

milling site, these differences should not be included in the model. The estimate of a75

percent extraction rate was based on the following sources:

1. Canadian Grain Commission. Quality of Canadian'Wheat. V/innipeg: Canadian Grain

Commission: 7987. p.11. (76.aVo); 7988. p.17. (74.7Vo);
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2. Statistics Canada. Cereal and Oilseecls Review. Catalogue 22-007-Monrhly, Ottawa:

Supply and Services Canada, March 1989. (Average 1982183 to 1986/87:74.24Vo);

3. Discussions with Canadian International G¡ains Institute, Dept. of Food Science -

Universiry of Ma¡ritoba, and Soo Line Milts of Winnipeg. (157o);

4. Kansas Agricultural Statistics. Kansas Wheat Oualit), 1989. Topeka: Kansas State

Board of Agriculture, 1989. pp.27-29. (76.0Va);

5. Discussions with North Dakota State University, Dept. of Cereal Science and Food

Technology. (75Vo).

Millfeeds

At the exfaction rate used in the study, flour makes up only 75 percent of the total

wheat milled. The remaining millfeeds are sold primarily as iivestock feed. Although the

demand for millfeeds may influence the economic decisions of the mill, this factor is not

included in the model for a number of reasons. Although millfeeds make up about 25

percent of the total volume of grain milled, thei¡ economic value is much less than this may

suggest. While the mill may receive $500 for a tonne of flour, they are likely to receive

less than $100 for a tonne of millfeeds. At this rate, the economic value of millfeeds is

only about seven percent that offlour.

It is also difficult to predict where a robust market for millfeeds is likely to exist at

any given time due to the varying production of numerous competing feedstuffs. There is

also a limit as to the amount of millfeeds that can contribute to a feed ration. (For example

l)Vo for poultry and 207o for dairy.) In addition, it was noted in discussions with a

milling indusÇ official that multi-plant firms tend to allocate their milling for export to

wherever they have excess milling capacity, thereby depressing the ma¡ket for millfeeds i¡

that area.

Finally, modeling of a millfeeds component would require an estimation of feed

ration demands by region according to nutrient requirement, as well as the composition,
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supply, and price of all competing feed substitutes, which wouid constitute a major

resea¡ch effort.

The Emptrícal Model

The empirical problem is to determine the optimal location of hard wheat mitling

activity given a spatially dispersed demand for flour and supply of wheat. Optimal trade

flows in flour and wheat are also determined. The following section provides a detailed

discussion of the structure of the empirical model including the assumptions, notation, and

mathematical formulation.ã

Assumptions

The complexity of the flour milling industry has been discussed in previous

chapters. In order to deveiop a workable model, a number of simplifying assumptions

were required. Assumptions 1 to 5 a¡e in addition to the standard assumptions required of

all linear programming models outlined in chapter 3. Assumption 6 to 8 reflect the

restriction to a linea¡ objective function.

1. The spatially dispersed areas of wheat production and flour demand may be

separated into a finite number of regions and represented accordingly. Each region is

represented by a single point where all supply and demand is assumed to emanate. The

margin of error as a consequence this assumption is discussed in chapter 3. All intra-

regionai transfers are assigned a nominal cost.

2. The industry will operate so as to minimize aggregate Íansportation, wheat

procurement, and processing costs, subject to meeting regional demands and protein
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requfuements. There are many factors in the short run that may cause the industry to

deviate from a least cost allocation of milling activity, such as capital fixedness and

established customer relations, however, in the longer run it is reasonable to expect that the

least cost allocation will be approximated.

3. The supply of ha¡d wheat in each supply region and the demand for flour in each

demand region is assumed to be known and fixed.

4. There is no storage of flour as all flour produced is shipped to demand regions.

5. All flour produced, from any wheat supply region or regions, is assumed to be

of equal quality, providing that the range of acceptable protein content is met. The

implications and measurement of exogenous quality factors such as uniformity, baking

consistency, and cleanliness, are considered in the post-optimaiity analysis in chapter 5.

6. Transpofiation costs for wheat and flour are a linea¡ function of the volume

shipped.

7. Mitling costs are a linear function of the total volume miled in each region.

8. Wheat procurement costs a¡e a linear function of the quantity purchased.

Notation The following notation is defined for the empirical model.

Subscripts. Subscripts are used to indicate wheat supply, flour demand, and milling
iocations, and to identify the type of wheat.

i = denote wheat supply nodes

j = denote mill nodes

k = denote final flour demand nodes

1 = denotes the type of wheat

Constants. The constants refer to fixed coefficients that are used in model. They reflect

the milling and transportation costs, wheat premia, wheat protein content, flour protein
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requirements, regional supplies, regional demands, regional milling capacity, and the flour

exÍaction rate. The unit of measurement in the model is the metric tonne.

Vj = per tonne mitling cosr ar j
Pijl = per tonne premium on wheat I shipped from i to j
Yijl = 7o protetn for wheat I shipped from i to j
Twtjl = cost per tonne of shipping wheat from i to j
TFjk = cost per tonne of shipping flour from j to k
Dk = tonnes of flour demanded at k

Sil = ronnes of wheat I at supply i
Cj = tonnes of milling capaciry at j
Rj = minimumTo protein required at j
Kj = maximumTo protein tolerable at j
S = proportionality factor (flour extaction rate)

Activities. The following activities are defined to allow for wheat and flour to be shipped

between any two points and milling activity to locate at any point, subject to the given

constraints. There are a total 442 activiaes in the empirical model.

Wijl = tonnes of wheat 1 shipped from i to j
Mj - tonnes of wheat milled at j
Fjk = tonnes of flour shipped from j to k

The Mathema.tical Model. The mathematical model, consistent with the above

assumptions and notation, is defined so as to minimize total transportation, wheat

procurement, and processing costs. Formally, the model can be stated as follows.

Minimize: > > I WUI (TWUI + Pijl) + L Vj
i j 1 j

Mj +¡
J

L rr¡t r¡t
t-

4.1



Subject to:

LFjk>Dk
J

:, v/ij1< sir
J

L:, Yijl v/ul
it

Llvi¡rwijl < Kj ILwtir
il il

MJ<CJ

>Rj

for a-ll k

I Lwl¡t
i1

for all i and I

Mj<>Lwijl
il

for all j

L Fjk < ßMj
k

v/ijl, Mj, Fjk > 0

for all j
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for all j

4.2

The objective function (equation 4.1) is composed of three terrns. The first term

reflects the total transportation cost of wheat from the supply sources to the processing

faciiities and the associated cost premium. The second term reflects total processing costs,

and the last term reflects the total transportation costs of moving the flour to the demand

regions. The objective function provides for 1 types of wheat in each supply region, each

with an associated premium Pijl to reflect the existing price differentials for the various

classes of wheat.

Equation 4.2 requires that the flour demand be met in each region. Equation 4.3

requires that the wheat supply in each region not be exceeded. Equations 4.4a and 4.4b

for all j

4.3

for all j

4.4a

4.4b

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8
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requfue that the weighted average protein content of wheat supplied to each milling region

falls within a specified range. This requirement varies according to rhe location of the mili.

Equation 4.5 limits the processing at each site to the existing plant capacity.

Equations 4.6 and 4.7 are transfer constraints which link the inputs, processing

activities and fina-l demands. Equation 4.6 limits the amount of wheat processed in each

milling region to the amount shipped to that region. Equation 4.7 restricts the amount of

flour shipped from each milling region to the amount processed in that region. Beta (ß) is

the flour extraction rate. Finally, equation 4.8 reflects the standard restriction of non-

negative activities.

The model is also solved with trade ba¡riers between Canada and the United States.

The rade restrictions can be described mathematically as follows.

IIIwijl+IIr¡t=o 4.9ijr jk
where i to j, and j to k represent shipments between Canada and the United States.

The four base scenarios examined in the study are as follows:

1. Free Trade/No Capacity Constraints (equations 4.5 and 4.9 omitted).

2. Free TradelCapacity Consraints (equation 4.9 omitted).

3. Trade Barriers/ No Capacity Constraints (equarion 4.5 omitted).

4. Trade Barriers/ Capacity Constraints.



Besides the four base scenarios, the model provides an opportunity to examine a

number of important issues. For example, it has been suggested thar the subsidized freight

rates for grain and grain products under the'Western Grain Transportation Act discourage

diversification on the Prai¡ies. Although there are many facets to this complex and

controversial issue, one of the driving fo¡ces behind the renewed interest in the Crow

benefrt is the negative impact that the present method of payment may have on the

development of value-added indust¡ies in western Canada.

The four base models are run with compensatory freight rates that reflect the real

cost of moving grain. This is based on the assumption that in a free trade situation these

subsidies would be considered an unfai¡ trading practice. The method of payment issue is

examined by running the model with transportation rates in Canada which reflect the

subsidized WGTA rates. Of interest is whether a greater allocation of milling activity in

western Canada is indicated by the model under the system of subsidized freight rates.

There may in fact be reason to expect that a change in the method of payment of

the Crow benefit to a pay-the-producer system would adversely affect the flou¡ milling

industry in western Canada. Under the current system, flour millers can purchase wheat

under a miiling-in-transit option, for which the maximum transportation rate payabie on

wheat to the mil1 and flour from the mill to export position, is equal to the through rate.

Therefore unprocessed wheat and flour are shipped at the same per unit rate. The miller

mereiy pays a flat stop-off charge to compensate for handling costs and the diversion of

wheat from main rail lines to the mill.

Assuming that there is a livestock industry on the P¡airies sufficient to absorb the

millfeeds produced, it is currently cheaper in total to ship flour than to ship unprocessed

grain, as it represents only about 75 percent of the volume. However, in the absence of the

V/GTA subsidy, it is likely that the transportation cost for flour wi1lbe substantially higher

Alternate Scenarios

65
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than that of wheat.24 Again based on the assumption that millfeeds can f,rnd a local market,

if the unit cost of shipping flour is more than 33.3 percent greater than the shipping cost for

wheat, it is then cheaper to ship the raw grain and process it nea¡ the final consumer.25

Therefore under a system of commercial rates, one might expect a movement toward

increased miiling in eastern Canada. This hypothesis is further examined in chapter 5.

It has been indicated in previous chapters that there are many factors that may

influence the location of milling activity that are not included in model. For example, the

model does not recognize that there may be economic advantages to being located in close

proximity to the customer. In discussions with mill managers it was indicated this was an

important consideration as many customers require service on a daily basis. There may

also be advantages to the mill being integrated closely with its marketing and distribution

arms. Such items may be collectively referred to as economies of agglomeration.

Although there is no direct measure of the economies of agglomeration associated

with flou¡ milling, the sensitivity of the optimal solution to reduced milling costs in high

demand areas can be analyzed. This is accomplished by decreasing the processing costs in

regions of high population densiry by increments, in order to examine the resulting increase

in milling in these regions.

An important issue that is not reflected in the empirical model concerns the fact that

there are many wheat quality factors other than protein contenr. As such, while the higher

cost spring wheats may not be chosen by the model for their protein content, this result

may change when other quality factors are taken into consideration. This is particularly

relevant for Canadian hard red spring wheat which maintains a premium ove¡ both U.S.

ha¡d red winter and U.S. hard red spring wheat. The reduced gradient values of the

Canadian wheat transportation activities provide an estimate of the value that other quality

factors such as uniformity, would have to be worth in order that wheat from the given

region be chosen as pail of the optimal solution. This issue is examined further in chapter

5.



V. Model Solution and Results

The foliowing chapter discusses the modei solutions. First, the scenario with trade

barriers between Canada and the United States is examined in order to determine how well

the model explains the existing location of flour milling activity. The free trade solution is

then analyzed in terms of the expected impact of the Canada - U.S. Free Trade Agreement

on the milling industry and trade in wheat and flour between the npo countries. Finally, the

issues of freight subsidies, economies of agglomeration, valuation of wheat quality

characteristics, and alternative solutions are examined.

In general, the model solutions are consistent with the existing activity in the flour

milling industry. Given the specified protein content for each wheat type and the required

flour protein range, spring and winter wheats are blended in most cases where trade is

allowed. The blending ratio ranges from 14 percent spring wheat and 86 percent winter

wheat, to 43 percent spring wheat and 57 percent winter wheat, depending on the flour

protein requirement and the wheat selected. The longest shipping distances in the model

soluúon arc 2179 kilomete¡s for wheat (Kansas City to Monreal) and 1984 kilometers for

flour (Kansas City to New York).
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Results of the Base Models

So lutio n with T r ade B arr ier s

The solution with trade barriers is primarily an effort to validate the model in terms

of its ability to replicate the present structure of the milling industry. Given curent barriers

to trade for flour and wheat, this solution should approximate the existing allocation of

flour milling if the model is an accurate representation of the indusrry. The solution to the

model with trade barriers between Canada and the U.S. is provided in table 9. The
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resulúng shipments of wheat and flour are illustrated in figures 7 and 8. The discussion is

divided into five sub-sections; milling activity, wheat shipments, flour shipments,

constrained processing capacity, a¡d dual activity.

Region

01 British Columbia, Alberta
02 Saskatchewan
03 Manioba
04 Ontario
05 Quebec and Ma¡itimes
06 Washington, Oregon
07 California
08 Montana, N.& S. Dakota
09 Utåh, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
10 Minnesou
11 Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
13 Tennessee, A.labama, Georgia, Florida
i4 Virginia, N. Carolina, Delaware
15 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
16 Wisconsin,Illinois
17 Michigan, Indiana, Ohio

Model Solution: With Trade Barrierst

a. Millins Activitv lTonnes of Wheatl

Table 9

Node

Calgary
Regina
Winnipeg
Toronto
Monreal
Seattle
Los Angeles
Billings
Albuquerque
Minneapolis
Kansas Ciry
Dallas
Atlanta
Norfolk
Buffalo
Chicago
Deroit

Base Model

424,665
0
0

527,899
510,984

0
1,849,167

429,223
578,956

0
4,425,509
1,454,237
1,968,559

0
0

2,259,363
0

o1l01
o2loz
03/M
03i05
ul06
04/07
04/08
06/09
07/rr
01112
07/r3
07115
07116
08/06
08/08
09t06

Oriein/Destination

Constrained Caoacitv

383,416
41,249

0
527,899
510,984
525,456

1,032,345
460,842
672,r38

0
3,972,821
t,454,237
1,193,991

0
2,566,101
1,096,191

0

Calgary to Calgary
Regina to Regina
Winnipeg to Toronto
V/innipeg to Montreal
Billings(Spring) to Seartle
Billings(Spring) to Los Angeles
Billings(Spring) to Billings
Rapid City(Spring) to Albuquerque
Minneapolis to Kansas City
Minneapolis to Dallas
Minneapolis to Atlanta
Minneapolis to Buffalo
Minneapolis to Chicago
BillingsflMinter) to Seattle
Billings(Winter) to Billings
San Francisco to Seartle

h. Wheat Shinmenfs

Base Model

424,665
0

521,899
510,984

0
264,024

61,3 i 8
82,708

632,2t5
207,748
287,223

0
322,766

0
367,905

0

Constrained Capacity

383,416
41,249

527,ggg
510,984

75,065
147,478
65,835
96,020

567,546
207,748
770,554
366,586
155,170
77,083

395,007
373,308



09/07
IUIT
rt/\3
rr/ß
TU16
t2107
t2/09
t3/12

Table 9 (continued)

San Francisco to Los Angeles
Kansas City to Kansas Ciry
Kansas City to Atlanta
Kansas City to Buffalo
Kansas City to Chicago
Denver to Los Angeles
Denver 1o Albuquerque
Oklahoma City to Dallas

01/01
o2lot
u/02
0s103
06/M
07/M
08/M
08/05
09tM
09/06
rUu
rr/ot
tr/09
TI/IO
i1l11
rt/12
12108
t3/09
t5/tt
16/t2

Origin/Destination

Calgary to Calgary
Regina to Calgary
Toronto to Toronto
Montreal to Mont¡eal
Seattle to San Francisco
Los Angeles to San Francisco
Billings to San Francisco
Billings to Billings
Albuquerque to San Francisco
Albuquerque to Albuquerque
Ka¡sas City to San Francisco
Kansas City to Kansas City
Kansas City t.rc Atlanta
Kansas Ciry to Washington
Kansas City to New York
Kansas City to Chicago
Dallas to Dallas
Atlanu to Atlant¿
Buffalo to New York
Chicago to Chicago

c. Flour Shinments

1,258,t75
3,793,293
1,687,336

0
7,936,59'l

325,968
496,248

1,246,489
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884,867
3,405,275
r,023,327
2,199,515

931,02r
0

576,1 18
7,246,499

All figures a¡e in metric tonnes.
Constrained capacity limits the processing activity in each region to rhe i989 levels of hard wheat milling
capaciry.
TTrade barriers prevent shipments of wheat and flou¡ between Canada and the United States.

Base Model

3r8,499
0

395,924
383,238

0
t,386,125

0
32r,9t7

0
434,2t7

0
496,195

0
802,256

2,030,690
0

1,090,678
1,416,419

0
t,694,522

Constrained Caoacity

297,562
30,937

39s,924
383,238
394,092
774,259
23,715

32r,9r7
69,887

434,217
124,r73
486,185
581,008
802,256
1 06,1 15
8',79,879

1,090,678
895,411

1,924,576
814,&3
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@ Denotes approx¡rnately 500,000 tonnes of milling activity per annum (wheat equivalent)

-è Oenotes spring wheat shipments

-Þ Oenotes winter wheat shipments

Figure 7. Wheat flows with barriers to trade
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@ Denotes approximately 500,000 tonnes of mitling activ'rty per annum (wheat equivalent)

-@ oe.,otes flour shipments

Figure 8. Flour flows with barriers to trade



a) Milling Activiry

The following section refers to the results in part (a) of table 9 above. The base

model solution indicates milling activity at Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Los Angeles,

Billings, Albuquerque, Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta, and Chicago under the trade barrie¡

scenario. The processing sites with the greatest degree of accuracy in terms of matching

the existing milling activity are Calgary, Billings, Albuquerque, Kansas City, and Dallas at

711,93,86, 111, and 92 percent of existing capacity respectively. The milling acrivity

indicated in western Canada (424,665 tonnes) satisfies the local annual demand for flour in

that region. Similarly, the flour demand in Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes is met

locally from the Toronto and Montreat milling sites which process 527,899 and 510,984

tonnes of wheat respectively. These results are consistent with the present situation in

Canada.

Anomalies arise in the results due to the demarcation of supply, demand, and

milling regions. For example, a1l milling activity on the Prairies is shown to occur in

Calgary, however this result is simply due to the fact that Calgary was chosen as the

demand node for the Prairie region, and does not indicate rhat the Alberta flour milling

industry is in any stronger position than that of Saskatchewan or Manitoba. Similarly, the

model solution shows no milling activity in Detroit because the demand node for both the

Chicago and Detroit milling regions is Chicago. For the purposes of the study it is the

potential for tade berween Canada and the United States that is of concern, not the viability

of milling in individual regions.

The model explains the existing location of milling activity well with two

exceptions. First, the solution indicates a lower level of mitling activity in the Great Lakes

regions than currentiy exists. For example, the level of milling indicated at Toronto,

Monreal, Detroit, and Buffalo is lower than the present activity in these regions. This may
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be explained by the fact that the model is based on rail transportation costs and does not

reflect the cost advantage of water Eansportation on the Great Lakes. The model also does

not consider the demand for flour exports, some of which are served through the Great

Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway ûansportation system. However, it may also be the case

that the declining export demand for flour has left a concentration of milling capacity in this

region that is no longer needed.

The solution also does not indicate any milling activity in Washington and Oregon,

whereas there is currently capacity to mill 525,456 tonnes of hard wheat in this region.

This may be explained by the fact that lower wheat transportation costs via the Snake River

are not reflected in the model.

b) Wheat Shipments

Referring to table 9, section (b) and to figure 7, a number of observations can be

made regarding the wheat shipments resulting under the trade banier scenario. The

solution indicates that U.S. millers will blend spring and winter wheats in all cases. Due to

the trade restrictions, Canadian mills are limited to milling spring wheat only. Given the

parameters in the protein constaint, the optimal blend ratio in the U.S. is i4 percent spring

wheat and 86 percent winter wheat.

Due to the high proportion of winter wheats in the blend, a large percentage of the

milling activity in the U.S. occurs in the winter wheat producing regions. For example, the

largest concentration of milling activity is in Kansas Ciry where 4,425,508 tonnes of wheat

are processed, or approximately 40 percent of the total milling activity in the United States.

The Kansas City supply region also represents the largest winter wheat producing region.

The Dallas and Los Angeles sites, which are also located in winter wheat producing

regions, show milling activity of I,454,508 and L,848,167 tonnes of wheat, respectively.

The combined processing at the Kansas City, Dallas, and Los Angeles sites represents
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about 70 percent of the total milling activity in the U.S. indicated by the trade barrier

solution.

The majority of the winter wheat selected by the model is produced in the Kansas,

Nebraska, and Oklahoma regions for processing in the Eastern and Gulf regions, and in

California for milling in the West Coast region. Sixty-eight percent of the winter wheat

selected for milling in the U.S. is produced in Kansas and Nebraska. The most signifîcant

wheat shipments to processing sites outside of the winter wheat supply regions are

I,687 ,336 tonnes from Kansas City to Atlanta, and 1,936,597 tonnes from Kansas City to

Chicago, which together represent about one third of the winter wheat milled in the United

States under the trade barrier scena¡io. The only regional wheat supply that is exhausted in

the solution is in California where aJL I,258,775 tonnes of winter wheat are milled at the

Los Angeles site. An additionaJ325,968 tonnes of winter wheat are shipped to the Los

Angeles milling site from Colorado.

For spring wheats, the predominant supply region in the United States is

Minnesota providing 1,443,952 tonnes, or about 78 percent of the total spring wheat

processed. Minnesota spring wheat is shipped to Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta, and

Chicago to be blended with winter wheat. On the west coast, the Billings milling site

supplies spdng wheat to the Northwest and California regions. These shipments represent

about 18 percent of the total spring wheat consumed in the U.S. under the rade barrier

scenario. Finally, a small amount of spring wheat is shipped from the South Dakota region

to Albuquerque.

In Canada, the result is straightforward as there a-re no opportunities for wheat

blending under the trade barrier scenario. The Manitoba supply region ships 1,038,883

tonnes of spring wheat to the Ontario and Quebec milling regions. This result is to be

expected as Manitoba is the nearest supplier to the eastern consumption regions. ln the

Prairie region, the Calgary milling site processes wheat entirely from the Albe¡ta supply

region. As mentioned, the concentration of milling on the Prairies in Calgary, and the sole
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use of Alberta wheat that follows, is a ¡esult of the fact that Calgary was chosen as the

demand node for the enti¡e Prairie region. This should therefore not be interpreted as an

indication of a preference for milling in Calgary, or for the selection of Alberta wheat.

c) Flour Shipments

The following discussion refers to the results in table 9, section (c) and to figure 8.

The flour shipments can be broken down into two categories. About 74 percent of the

flour is shipped locally within its own milling region. Half of these shipments occur in

regions that have both a local wheat supply and a demand site, such as Calgary, Los

Angeles, Billings, Albuquerque, Kansas City, and Dallas. The other half of the local flour

shipments occur in regions that have imported wheat for milling pu{poses, including

Toronto, Monreal, Atlanta, and Chicago.

The second category of flour shipments are those from within a wheat producing

region to an outside demand region. There are two shipments in this category, from

Kansas City to Washington and from Kansas City to New York, which account for about

26 percent of the total flour shipments under the trade barrier scenario. This latter category

may resuit in part due to the absence of economies of agglomeration in the model which is

examined later in the chapter.

d) Constrained Processing Capacity

The trade barrier model is also solved with constraints on milling capacity to reflect

the existing milling capacity in the regions.26 The results of this scenario are provided in

the fourth column of table 9. Given that flour milling is a capital intensive industry, it must

be recognized that, in the short run, adjustments in the location of milling activity will be
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restricted largely to the existing capacity. Therefore, the constained solution is considered

a better of indicator of short run industry adjustment than the unconstrained version.

The model solution with constraints on processing capacity provides information

as to the milling regions that show potential for future expansion. The milling sites at

maximum capacity are Calgary, Seattle, Los Angeles, Billings, Albuquerque, Kansas City,

Atlanta, and Chicago. Dallas and Buffalo are also indicated at plant utilization levels in

excess of 90 percent of the existing capacity. These results are identical to the free trade

solution under constrained processing capacity. A more detailed examination of plant

capacity utilization and the associated dual values is provided in the analysis of the free

trade solution below.

Finally, the total cost (ie; the objective function value) under constrained capacity

is $1,010,786,734 compared to $946,542,587 when no constraints on capacity are

imposed. This indicates that there may be potential gains of up to $64,243,547 from a

rationalization of the industry even with the current barriers to trade.

e) Dual Activity

Since it is the free trade solution which is of primary interest in terms of analyzing

the impact of the FTA, the post-optimality analysis is left for the next section of this

chapter. However, under the trade ba¡rier solution, the dual values associated with the

trade restrictions between Canada and the U.S. may be of interest. These values are

provided in table 10 for both the constrained and unconstrained versions of the model. The

dual values can be interpreted as the reduction in cost attainable from one unit (tonne) of

trade ben¡¿een the two countries. The results indicate a potential gain from rade in wheat of

626.44 per tonne and from $19.54 to $32.20 per tonne for flour. These results indicate



that there may be significant gains to trade,

following section.

Dual Values on Trade Barrier Constraintsï

Wheat Trade Constraint
Flour Trade Consraint

TThese values indicaæ the reducrion i¡ cost attainable from one unit (tonne) of rade berween Canada and the
United S¿ates for wheat and flour respecúvely.

an issue which is examined in detail

Table 10

FreeTrad.e Solution

Unconstrained Capaciry Constrained Capacity

Table 11 provides a comparison of the objective function values for the four base

models. Under free trade, the minimum total cost is $924,750,079, compared to

$946,542,587 under the trade ba¡rier scenario. This suggests thar there may be potential

gains resuiting from free trade of up to fizl,192,508.21
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in the

26.44
32.20

26.44
19.54

Trade Ba¡rier Solution
Free Trade Solution

fRepresens the minimum wheat procurement, processing, and transportalion costs under each scena¡io.

Obiective Function Values: Four Base Modelsf

Table 11

UnconstrainerlCaoacity ConstrainedCapacity

$946,542,581
$924,150,079

$ 1,010,786,134
$ 990,r33,',731



The free trade soiution provides insight into the impact that full implementation of

the FTA may be expected to have on the Canadian flour milling industry. The detailed

results of the free trade modei are provided in table 72. Trade flows in wheat and flour

under free trade a¡e illusrated in figures 9 and 10. The analysis is again divided into five

sections; miiling activity, wheat shipments, flour shipments, constrained processing

capacity, and dual activity.
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Region

01 British Columbia, Alberta
02 Saskatchewan
03 Manioba
04 Ontario
05 Quebec and Ma¡itimes
06 V/ashington, Oregon
07 California
08 Montana, N.& S. Dakoø
09 Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
10 Minnesota
11 Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missou¡i
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
13 Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
14 Virginia, N. Carolina, Delawa¡e
15 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
16 Wisconsin, Illinois
17 Michigan, Indiana, Ohio

e Millino Âefivifv lTnnnps nf \ühpnf\

Model Solution: Free Tradef

Table 12

Node

Calgary
Regina
Winnipeg
Toronto
Monreal
Seattle
Los Angeles
Billings
Albuquerque
Minneapolis
Kansas Ciry
Dailas
Atlanta
Norfolk
Buffalo
Chicago
Detroit

Base Model

0
0
0
0

510,984
0

1,848,167
853,888
5',78,956

0
4,953,407
1,454,237
1,968,559

0
0

2,259,363
0

0l/01
02/02
M/06
Ml07
04/08
06/09
07lM
0710s
0'tltr
071r2
07/r3
07/r5
07/16
08/06
08i08
09/06
09107
TTIcø
IUO5
tu11
7t/13
17/15
ru16
12/ot
t2/09
13/12

Ori ein/Destination
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Constrained Capacity

383,416
41,249

0
527,899
510,984
525,456

7,032,345
460,842
672,138

0
3,972,821
1,454237
1,193,881

0
2,566,70t
1,086,191

0

Calgary to Calgary
Regina to Regina
Billings(Spring) to S eattle
Billings(Spring) to Los Angeles
Billings(Spring) to Billings
Rapid City(Spring) to Albuquerque
Minneapolis to Toronto
Minneapolis ¡o Montreal
Minneapolis to Kansas City
Minneapolis to Dallas
Minneapolis to Atlanta
Minneapolis to Buffalo
Minneapolis to Chicago
BillingsflMinter) to Seattle
Billings(lMinter) to Billin gs

San Francisco to Seattle
San Francisco to Los Angeles
Kansas City to Toronto
Kansas City to Monreal
Kansas City to Kansas City
Kansas City to Atlanta
Kansas City to Buffalo
Kansas City to Chicago
Denver to Los Angeles
Denver to Albuquerque
Oklahoma City to Dallas

h. Wheat Shinments

Base Model Constrained Capacity

0
0
0

2&,024
r2r,984
82,708

0
r&,245
701,630
207,748
28r,223

0
322,766

0
't3r,904

0
t,258,175

0
346,739

4,245,','t17
1,687,336

0
r,936,597

325,968
496,248

1,246,489

383,416
41,249
'75,065

t47,4',78
6s,835
96,020

169,682
r&,245
567,546
207,748
l''10,554
366,586
155,170
77,083

395,007
373,308
884,867
358,217
346,739

3Ajs27s
1,023,327
2,199,575

93L,02r
0

576,1 1 8

r.246,489



01/01
02/0r
M/02
0s/03
06/M
07lM
08/01
08/04
08/0s
09tM
09106
rUoz
rtlM
TUOT
ru09
tr/rc
11/11
rrl12
12108
13109
ts/rI
t6/12

Ori_ein/Destination

Calgary to Calgary
Regina to Calgary
Toronto to Toronto
Mont¡eal to Montreal
Seattle to San Francisco
Los Angeles to San Fralcisco
Billings to Calgary
Billings to San Francisco
Billings to Billings
Albuquerque to San Francisco
Albuquerque to Albuquerque
Kansas City to Toronto
Kansas City to San Francisco
Kansas City to Kansas City
Kansas City to Atlanta
Kansas Ciry to Washington
Kansas City to New York
Kansas Ciry to Chicago
Dallas to Dallas
Atlanta to Atlanta
Buffalo to New York
Chicago to Chicago

Table 12 (continued)

c. Flour Shioments

Base Model Constrained Capacity

All figures a¡e in metric tonnes.
Consnained capacity limis the processing activity in e¿ch region to the 1989 levels of ha¡d wheat milling
capacity.
TWheat and flour shipments between Canada and the U.S. a¡e free of all trade resËricúons and duty.

0
0
0

383,238
0

r,386,125
3r8,499

0
32r,9r7

0
434,2t7
395,924

0
486,185

0
802,256

2,030,690
0

1,090,678
r,476,419

0
r,694,522

80

287,562
30,93'7

395,924
383.238
394,ù92
774,259

0
23,775

32r,9r-l
69,887

434,2r7
0

t24,I73
486,185
581,008
802,256
1 06,1 15

879,879
I,090,678

895,411
1,924,576

814,&3
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@ Denctes approx¡mately 500,000 tonnes of millirq act¡v¡ty per annum (wheat equivalent)

--Þ oe*tes spring wheat shipments

-W Denotes winter wheat shipments

Figure 9. Wheat flows under free trade
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@ Derptes approximately 500,000 tonnes of mitlirq activ¡ty per annum (wheat equivalent)

-& Oerntes flour shipments

Figure 10. Flour flows under free trade



a) Milling Activiry

The following discussion ¡efers to the results in part (a) of table L2 above. The

free trade solution shows milling activify at MonÍeal, Los Angeles, Billings, Albuquerque,

Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta, and Chicago. Milling activity in Canada under a free trade

environment is indicated in the Quebec region only. The Montreal node shows annual

milling activity of 510,984 tonnes of wheat per annum, which is the minimum required to

meet the regional demand for flour. Wheat milled in the Quebec region is a blend of 32

percent Minnesota spring and 68 percent Kansas winter wheat. The larger proportional

utilization of spring wheat (relative to the blend ratio in the U.S.) occurs as a result of the

higher flour protein requirement that is apparent in Canada. The Calgary and Toronto

milling sites drop out of the solution under the free tade scenario.

Although the least cost solution indicates no milling activity on the Prairies, it

should be recognized that this is a long run solution. That is, mills are capital intensive,

and once they are built, it will normally make economic sense to remain in operation until

the capital value is fully depreciated. A case in point is the continued operation of western

Canadian mills that we¡e built to serve the post World War II economic boom in Europe.

The milling activiry in the United States is unchanged under free trade (compared to

the trade barrier solution) with the exception of an increase in miiling activity in Billings

and Kansas City of 424,665 and 527,899 tonnes respectively. This increased milling

activity serves the demand for flour in Canada that was formerly served by Calgary and

Toronto under the rade barrier solution. A comparison of the milling activity for the four

base model solutions is provided in table 13 below. The significance of economies of

agglomeration also requires consideration in an analysis of the future of the Canadian

milling industry. If the advantage of being in close proximity to the consumer is

significant, then the eastern Canadian milling industry may be more secure than the free
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trade solution would suggest. Measurement of the economies of agglomeration necessary

to bring about such a result is discussed below.

Region

01
02
03
04
05
06
0'l
08
09
10
11
t2
13
t4
15

16
17

Table 13

Milling Activitv Results: Comparison of Base Models

Node Unconstrained

Calgary 424,665
Regina 0
V/innipeg 0
Toronto 527,899
Monreal 5i0,984
Seattle 0
Los Angeles 1,848,167
Billings 429,223
Albuquerque 5'Ì8,956
Minneapolis 0
Kansas City 4,425,508
Dallas I,454,237
Atlanta 1,968,559
Norfolk 0
Buffalo 0
Chicago 2,259,363
Deroit 0

Trade Rarriersi

Constrained

383,416
4r,249

0
527,899
510,984
525,456

r,032,345
460,842
672,r38

0
3,972,82r
t,454,231
1 ,193 ,88 1

0
2,566,r}L
1,086, i91

0

All figures a¡e in met¡ic tonnes.
TTrade barriers prevent shipments of wheat and flour between Canada and the Uniæd States.

Unconstrained

Free Trade

b) Wheat Shipments

'Wheat shipments under the free trade solution are provided in part (b) of table \2

above. Figure 9 illustrates the trade flows in spring and winte¡ wheat. The free trade

solution selects only U.S. winter and U.S. spring wheat for both U.S. and Canadian

milling sites. The exclusive use of U.S. wheat indicated by the base model must be

interpreted carefully. The economic advantage of blending lower cost winter wheat with

0
510,984

0
1,848,167

853,888
578,956

0
4,953A07
1,454,237
1,969,559

0
0

2,259,363
0

0
0
0

Constrained

383,416
41,249

0
527,899
510,984
525,456

t,032,345
460,842
6'72,t38

0
3,972,82r
t,454,237
1,193,991

0
2,566,701
1,086,191

0
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high protein spring wheat has been discussed previously. As well, the U.S. winter wheat

areas in Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma are geographically closer to the major Canadian

flour markets in Ontario and Quebec, than are the Canadian hard wheat producing

regions.2S Both of these factors contribute to the selection of U.S. wheat for the Montreal

milling site. However, it must be recognized that there are wheat quality factors in

addition to protein that are not reflected in the model that may influence this result. The

extent to which these other quality factors translate into milling value is therefore an

important consideration. This issue is considered below by examining the reduced

gradients29 of the wheat Íansportation activities.

The selection of Minnesota spring wheat (over CWRS) for the Monreal milling site

can be attributed to two factors. 1. Minnesota is closer to the eastern Canadian market than

the nearest Canadian spring wheat producing regions. 2. Canadtan wheat is on average

about $13 per tonne more expensive than U.S. hard red spring wheat. Again, it must be

recognized that that this result may change when quality factors in addition to protein are

considered.

Based on the above, there appears to be economic rationale supporting the use of

U.S. wheat by Canadian miilers. It also appears that the prospects for exporting CWRS to

the United States will depend on quality factors other than protein content.

c) Flour Shipments

Referring to part (c), table 12 utd to figure 10, the following observations can be

made regarding trade in flour under a free trade scenario. As discussed above, the free

trade solution indicates that the western Ca¡adian demand region will be served from

Biilings, and the Ontario demand region will be served from Kansas City. The flour

shipments in the United States are identical to the trade barrier solution.
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The reduced gradient values for flour transportation activities from Canadian milling

sites to U.S. demand sites provide information regarding the potential for Canadian flour

exports to the U.S. under free trade. The reduced gradients indicate the amount by which

the costs associated with the given flour shipments would have to decrease in order for

them to enter the least cost solution. These cost reductions may be in the form of either

lower shipping costs or increased value associated with the flour being shipped from the

region. Table 14 provides a summary of these values.



Table

Reduced Gradient Values: Canadian

01/M
01/05
01/06
0u07
o1/08
01/09
01/10
ol/t t
0u12
o2lu
0210s
02106
o2lot
02i08
02109
021t0
02lrr
o2/tz
03104
03i0s
03106
03107
03/08
03109
03/10
03lrr
03/12
MIM
Mtjs
M106
04lo7
04/08
M/09
M/r0
M/rr
u/12
05/M
0s/05
0si06
0s107
0siO8
0s/09
05/10
05/1 1

05112

Oriein/Destina tion

Calgary to Los Angeles
Calgary to Billings
Calga¡y to Albuquerque
Calga¡y to Kansas City
Calgary to Dallas
Catgary to Atlanta
Calgary to Washington
Calgary to New York
Calgary to Chicago
Regina to Los Angeles
Regina to Billings
Regina to Albuquerque
Regina to Kansas City
Regina to Dallas
Regina to Atlanta
Regina to'Washington
Regina to New York
Regina to Chicago
V/innipeg to Los Angeles
Winnipeg to Billings
Winnipeg to Albuquerque
Winnipeg to Kansas City
Winnipeg to Dallas
Winnipeg to Atlanta
Winnipeg to Washington
Winnipeg to New York
Winnipeg m Chicago
Toronto to Los Angeles
Toronto to Billings
Toronto to Albuquerque
Toronto to Kansas City
Toronto to Dallas
Toronto to Atlant¿
Toronlo to Washington
Toronto to New York
Toronto to Chicago
Montreal to Los Angeles
Montreal to Billings
Monre¿l to Albuquerque
Montreal to Kansas City
Monreal to Dallas
Montreal to Atlanra
Monreal to'Washington
Montreal to New York
Monreal to Chicago

l4

Flour Transportation Activitiest

Redrced Grrrìient Valne
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44.08
62.48
68.15
93.27
86.63
90.99
86.54
80.40
69.49
28.95
30.5s
26.07
44.27
4I.40
43.30
3r.43
29.69
20.84
72.07
71.54
66.89
68.45
61.88
60.49
48.61
47.89
44.33

109.19
r79.97
95.38
88.90
82.72
55.r2
3r.77
24.23
50.07

rr9.46
139.96
120.79
7rt.43
106.98
70.29
43.45
31.00
69.44

Number of Observations

45

lBased on the free trade soluúon (unconsrained capacity).

Mean

66.9r

Standard Deviation

31.08

High

r39.96

Low

20.84
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The lowest reduced gradient values indicate the greatest potential for Canadian flour

exports to the United States. The four activities with the greatest potenriai are Regina to

Los Angeles, Regina to Albuquerque, Regina to Chicago, and Toronto to New York, with

reduced gradient values of $28.95, 526.07 , $20.84, and 824.23, respectively. Based on

these results, there would appeff to be limited potential for Canadian flour exports to the

United States.

d) Consrained Processing Capacity

The free trade solution is also generated with consÍaints to reflect the existing

milting capacity in the industry. These results are provided in the fourth column of table

12. The milling activity and flour shipments for the constrained problem are identical for

the trade barrier and free trade solutions. The free trade solution with constraints on

regional processing capacity shows milling activity in all Ca¡radian sites excepr Winnipeg.

An interesting result under this scenario is the fact that the western Canadian

regions continue to mill exclusively CWRS even though they have access to U.S. wheats.

This suggests that it may not be economically feasible to import U.S. winter wheat into

\ilestern Canada. The fact that the consüained solution shows Canada milling its enti¡e

flour requirements indicates support for continued milling in Canada in the short run. In

eastern Canada, both Ontario and Quebec mills blend a combination of Minnesota spring

and Kansas winter wheats. Again, these results must be qualified by other factors such as

economies of agglomeration and the value of wheat quality characteristics.

The model solution with constraints on processing capacity provides information

as to the milling regions that show potential for future expansion. Table 15 lists the milling

sites that show processing activity at 90 percent or greater than the existing capacity, as

well as those operating at maximum capacity. Column three of table 15 provides the dual

values from the processing capacity constraints for the regions operating at maximum
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capacity. These values can be interpreted as the value (in terms of minimizing total costs)

of increasing the wheat milling capacity at each given region by one tonne. Therefore a

higher dual value indicates a greater benefit associated with the expansion of milling

capacity in the given region. Regions not operating at maximum capacity will have a zeto

dual value as there is already excess capacity in these areas.

Reeion

Percentage Millinq Capacitv bv Region and Associated Dual Valuest

01 British Columbia, Alberta
02 Saskatchewa¡r
03 Manitoba
04 Onørio
05 Quebec and Maritimes
06 Washington, Oregon
07 California
08 Montana, N.& S. Dakota
09 Utâh, Colorado, A¡izona, New Mexico
10 Minnesota
11 Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
13 Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
14 Virginia, N. Carolina, Delawa¡e
15 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
16 Wisconsin, Illinois
17 Michigan, Indiana, Ohio

Table 15

+90V0 Capacity 1007o Caoacity

tPercentage of exisring processing capaciry urilized.
*The dual values represent the reduclion in cost obtainable from a one tonne incre¿se in milling capaciry.

^/

^/

./

./

./

./

./

The milling sites at maximum capacity in the solution are Calgary, Seattle, Los

Angeles, Billings, Albuquerque, Kansas City, Atlanta, and Chicago. Dallas and Buffalo

are also indicated at plant utilization levels in excess of 90 percent of the existing capacity.

According to the dual values in column three, the site which represents the greatest potential

for reducing costs is Los Angeles. The dual value for this region indicates a potential cost

Dual Value*

21.84
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

14.05
64.94
33.99
14.68

0.0
9.49
0.0

12.84
0.0
0.0

13.77
0.0

./

./

./

./

.J
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savings of $64.94 for each additional tonne of wheat milling capacity in the California

region. This result is consistent with recent plans by Cargill to build a 400 tonne per day

hard wheat flour mill in San Bernadino, just east of [,os Angeles (World Grain 1988).

The model provides an estimate of the implicit value of protein based on the demand

for hard wheat flour in No¡th America. This is given by the shadow prices (duai values) of

the minimum protein consfaint for each milling region.3O Table 16 provides a summary of

these values under the free fade soiution.

Table 16

e) Dual Activity

01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

t2
13

T4
15
16
I7

Dual Values: Implicit Value of Each One Percentage Point of Proteinf

Milling Region

Calgary
Regina
Winnipeg
Toronto
Monreal
Seattle
Los Angeles
Billings
Albuquerque
Minneapolis
Kansas Ciry
Dallas
Atlanra
Norfolk
Buffalo
Chicago
Deroit

Mean Standard Deviation

4.91 4.3r

TBased on the free trade solution (unconstrained capacity). Zero dual values may be caused by degeneracy in
the solution and therefore should be interpreted with caution. The summâry reflects the non-zero values
only.
*Mean value for milling regions 1,2,3,4,5,8, and 10.
**Mean value for milling regions 6,7,9,11,12,13,14,15,76, and I7.

Dual Value

0.00
0.83
0.83
0.18
0.00

14.83
1.56
0.00
2.68
2;73
7.97
5.36
3.04

10.22
6.69
0.00
6.88

Hieh

14.83

Low Spring Wheat Regions*

0.18 0.57

Other Regions**

6.58
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The model indicates an average premium of $4.91 for each percentage point of

protein. The milling regions were also divided into those in high protein wheat producing

a¡eas and those in protein deficient areas. The average dual value in the high protein areas

(regions 7,2,3,4,5,8, and 10) was only $0.57 compared to $6.58 in the protein deficient

regions. The latter result compares favorably to estimates made by Veeman (1987), which

indicated a 0.5 percent premium, or about US$ 6.00, for a one percentage point increase in

protein content per tonne of wheat.3l Wilson (1989) obtained an implicit vaiue of US$

8.18 for each percentage of protein for the FOB Pacific ma¡ket.

The dual values associated with the demand consÍaints provide an indication of the

implicit demand prices for flour by demand region. Since the wheat costs in the modei

reflect only the relative premiums for different types of wheat and not the true cost of the

wheat, these values will underestimate the demand prices for flour. However, the dual

values provide an indication of the relative cost of providing flour to the given regions.

The dual values under the free trade solurion are provided in table I7.32

Reeion

01 British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Maniroba
02 Onta¡io
03 Quebec and Maritimes
04 Washington, Oregon, California
05 Montana,Idaho, Wyoming, N.& S. Dakota, Minnesora
06 Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
07 Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri
08 Texas, Oklahoma, A¡kansas, Louisiana
09 Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama,

Florida, Georgia, S. Ca¡olina
10 W. Virginia, N. Carolina, Delaware, Ma¡yland,

District of Columbia, Virginia
11 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine, New Hampshire,

Vermont, Massachusef,ts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
12 Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio

Table 17

Implicit Demand Prices for Flour bv Resiont

iThe dual values provide an estimate of the demand prices for flou¡ by region.

Dual Value

82.85
99.22

t70J2
94.86
51.61
79.45
55.38
77.07
89.l','t

99.9r

106.05

80.21
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Finally, as there is only one wheat supply exhausted (California), there is only one

dual value associated with the wheat supply constraints. The dual value for the California

region indicates an implicit value of $3 1 .8 1 for an additional tonne of wheat in this region.

Crow Benefit Method of Payment

An issue that is currently being debated in Canada is the method of payment of the

historic Crow benefit. Proponents of a change in the method of payment to a pay-the-

producer system, have suggested that the change may increase the amount of value-added

processing in the Prairie region. Processing is discouraged on the Prairies by subsidizing

the cost of transporting grain to eastern Canada at levels well below the rme cost.

However, under the W'estern Grain Transportation Act, the shipping cost for processed

grains is also subsidized, therefore no incentive is created to export wheat rather than

milling it on the Prai¡ies. ln fact, the unit cost of shipping flour is tikety to be significantly

higher than for wheat under a cornmercial rate structure, which would suggest that a change

in the method of payment to a pay-the-producer system, would be more likely to have a

negative impact on the flour milling industry in western Canada.

The base model was run with compensatory shipping rates to reflect the real cost of

transportation, on the assumption that under a free trade envi¡onment, transportation

subsidies wouid be considered an unfair trading practice. In order to examine the impact of

a change in the method of payment of the Crow benefit, a solution was generated with the

transportation costs on both wheat and flour from the Prairies to the eastern demand

regions reduced to reflect the subsidized rates under the Western Grain Transportation Act.

The solution with subsidized transportation rates was identical to the base model

solution, which does not support the hypothesis that a change in the method of payment

would adversely affect the flour milling industry in western Canada. Based on this result it

would appeil that a change in the method of payment of the Crow benefit would have no
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significant direct impact on flour milling in western Ca¡ada. There may be indirect effects

however, for example the market for millfeeds may be influenced by the amount of

livestock production, which may in tu¡n be affected by the method of payment.

Economíes of Ag g lomeration

It was suggested in chapter 4 that there may be economic benefits, not reflected in

the model, to locating milling activity in consumption regions. Such benefits may result

from the ability to provide better service to customers, or from the integration of the

production and marketing activities of the firm, for example. While it is diffrcult to obtain a

direct measure of these factors, the sensitivity of the solution to hypothetical values can be

examined. In order to accomplish this, eight of the seventeen milling regions were selected

on the basis of the concentration of the consumer market. Toronto, Montreal, Los

Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta, Norfolk, Buffalo, and Deroit were identified as representing

urban regions and therefore assumed to reflect a greater potential for economies of

agglomeration.

The milling costs in the "urban" regions were reduced by $10, $20, and $30 per

tonne to approximate different levels that economies of agglomeration might take in these

more densely populated areas.33 At a $10 reduction in processing costs, milling activity

enters the solution at Toronto and Buffalo and is reduced i¡ the Kansas City region. A $20

reduction in processing costs results in a further introduction of milling activity in Detroit,

again with a compensating reduction in milling activity in the Kansas City region. A $30

reduction in processing costs in the eight regions results in a further increase in milling

activity in Dallas and Detroit and a curtailment of miiling activity in Albuquerque and

Chicago.3a A comparison of these results to the free trade solution is provided in table 18.
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The above findings indicate that even rather small economies of agglomeration (1.3

to 4.0 cents per kilogram of flour3s) result in a more pronounced shift of milling activity to

consumption areas than would be suggested by the base solution. This result supports the

present trend toward increased concentration of milling activity in consumption areas. It

also suggests that the eastern Canadian milling region may be more secure than the free

trade solution would appear to indicate.

Region Node

01 Calgary
02 Regina
03 V/innipeg
04 Toronto
05 Monre¿l
06 Seattle
07 L.os Angeles
08 Billings
09 Albuquerque
10 Minneapolis
l1 Kansas City
12 Dallas
13 Atlanta
14 Norfolk
15 Buffalo
16 Chicago
17 Deroit

Table 18

Sensitivity Analvsis: Economies of Agglomeration

Model 1T

0
0
0

521,899
510,984

0
r,848,t67

853,888
578,956

0
r,7r7,921
1,454,237
1,968,559

0
2,707,587
2,259,363

0

Model 2TT Model 3*

Milling acrivity is indicated in metric tonnes of wheat.
fMilling costs reduced by $10 per tonne in regions 4,5,7,72,13,I4,I5, and \7.
iiMilling costs reduced by $20 per tonne in regions 4,5,7,12,13,74,15, and 17.
*Milling costs reduced by $30 per tonne in regions 4,5,7,12,I3,I4,I5, and I'7.
* *Free Eade solution (unconsrained).

0
0
0

527,899
510,984

0
r,848,161

8s3,888
578,956

0
&8,247

r,454,237
1,968,559

0
2,701,58',1
2,259,363
t,069,6',75

0
0
0

527,899
510,984

0
1,848,167

853,888
0
0

&8,247
2,033,r93
1,968,559

0
2,107,587

0
3.329.037

Free Trade Solution**

0
0
0
0

510,984
0

1,848,167
853,888
578,956

0
4,953,407
r,454,237
1,968,559

0
0

2,259,363
0

Valuntion of Wheat Qunlity Chnracteristics

There are a number of wheat quality characteristics that must be considered before

any conclusions can be made regarding the prospects for trade in milling wheat in a free
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trade environment. Although the free u'ade solution selects only U.S. wheat36, it is

recognized that the model ignores quality factors other than protein content which may

influence this result. Such factors include uniformity3T, cleanliness, insect infestation,

pesticide contamination and others. It has been suggested that the strict quality control

system in Canada has resulted in an advantage for Canadian wheat in many of these areas.

On the other hand, much concern has been expressed in the United States in recent years

over the lack of adequate quality control measures in the grains industry. 'Wheat exported

from the U.S. has been criticized because it lacks uniformity (Wilson 1989).38

A solution was generated with the $13 premium (in relation to U.S. hard red spring

wheat) for CWRS removed, based on the assumption that quality characteristics, exclusive

of protein, represent an economic value to the miller equal to the premium. There was no

change in the solution as a result of this adjustment to the model, which suggests that

quality facto¡s such as uniformity, would have to be wo¡th some amount greater than the

average premium of $13 per tonne in order for CWRS to be chosen by millers in a free

trade environment.

The reduced gradient values for Canadian wheat shipping activities provide an

estimate of how much these quality factors must be wofth to the miller in order for

Canadian wheat to enter the solution. Table 19 provides the reduced gradient values

obtained from the free nade solution.



Reduced Gradient Values: Canadian Wheat Transportation Activitiesf

otloz
01/03
otlu
01/05
01/06
orlo1
01/08
01/09
01/10
01/11
0ut2
01/13
orlt+
01/15
0r/16
0ut7
o2/ot
02103
o2/u
02/05
02106
02/07
o2/os
02/09
02/10
0211r
02112
02/13
02/14
02/rs
02/16
02/t7
03/01
03102
03/u
03/0s
03/06
03107
03/08
03/09
03i 10
03/rr
03/12
03113
03/14
031r5
03116
031r7

Origin/Destination

Caleary to Regina
Calgary to Winnipeg
Calgary to Toronto
Calgary to Monreal
Calgary to Seattle
Calgary ro Los Angeles
Calgary to Billings
Calgary to Albuquerque
Calgary to Minneapolis
Calgary to Kansas City
Calgary to Dallas
Calgary to Atlanta
Calgary to Norfolk
Calga¡y to Buffalo
Calgary to Chicago
Calgary to Deroit
Regina to Calgary
Regina to Winnipeg
Regina to Toronto
Regina to MonEeal
Regina to Seattle
Regina to Los Angeles
Regina to Billings
Regina to Albuquerque
Regina to Minneapolis
Regina to Kansas City
Regina to Dallas
Regina to Atlanta
Regina to Norfolk
Regina to Buffalo
Regina o Chicago
Regina to Det¡oit
Winnipeg to Calgary
V/innipeg to Regina
Winnipeg to Toronto
V/innipeg to Montreal
Winnipeg to Seattle
Winnipeg to Los Angeles
Winnipeg to Billings
'Winnipeg 

to Albuquerque
Winnipeg to Minneapolis
Winnipeg to Kansas City
Winnipeg to Dallas
Winnipeg to Atlanta
Winnipeg to Norfolk
Winnipeg to Buffalo
Winnipeg to Chicago
V/innipeg to Detroit

Table 19

Redlrcerì Grnrlient Velne
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20.81
27.8r
39.88
38.38
3.00

16.91
27.3r
25.82
38.92
37.t4
36.07
42.69
43.28
38.76
32.82
36.82
20.81
18.31
24.50
24.32

9.50
23.85
25.31
16.57
29.54
22.96
24.57
29.44
30.16
24.88
18.88
2t.38
27.81
18.31
12.94
t2.76
20.32
29.22
32.3r
23.45
23.M
17.95
16.92
19.44
20.09
16.38
13.38
i 3.13



Number of Observations

48

iBased on ttre free trade solulion (unconstrained capacity).

The above results suggest that the value of quality factors (exclusive of protein

content) would have to range from about $8 to $56 per tonne to warrant the selection of

Canadian wheat. The activities that reflect the greatest potential for Canadian wheat use

include; Calgary to Seattle at a $16.00 reduced gradient value, Regina to Calgary at $20.81,

Regina to Regina at $7.91, Regina to Winnipeg at $18.31, Regina to Seattle at522.50,

Winnipeg to Toronto and Montreal at fi2594 and $25.75 respectively, and Winnipeg to

Chicago and Detroit at $26.38 and $26.13 respectively. These estimates appeil to suggest

that the demand for Canadian hard milling wheat in North America may be limited in a free

trade environment. Wilson (1989) has estimated an implicit premium of US $20.00 for

Canadian origin wheats relative to U.S. origin wheats based on CIF Rotterdam prices.

Based on Wilson's estimate of the implicit premium for wheats of Canadian origin, only

the shipments from Regina to Seattle, and from Winnipeg to Chicago and Detroit would

appeil to provide potential for wheat exports to the United States. This result also suggests

that the implications of increasing 3-M wheat production in Canada may warrant further

study.39 It must be kept in mind that these results are based on the characteristics of the

continental pan bread ma¡ket only. The current emphasis on 3-H wheats may or may not

be an appropriate strategy for the export market.40

It appears that the competiúve advantage of Canadian bread wheat in the continental

markeçlace rests in its superior quality conÍol, not merely in high protein content, as there

appears to be ample protein in U.S. wheat to meet the requirements of the North American

flour milling industry.

Table 19 (continued)

Mean

35.12

Standa¡d Deviation

10.71

High

56.28

97

Low

7.91



Degeneracy

Degeneracy is a common problem in transshipment-type linear programming

models. This problem was evident in the solution of the various forms of this model.

Degeneracy is caused by redundancy in the consfaint set and is indicated whenever there

are basic variables equal to zero. The implications and possible solutions for degeneracy

are outlined by McCarl (1971). One approach for the resolution of degeneracy is to

systematically adjust the right hand sides of the redundant constraints in accordance with

the priority of resources in terms of shadow prices. For the present study, the dual values

for the protein cons[aints are of ilterest as they provide an indication of the marginai value

of protein. Therefore the degeneracy was resolved for these dual values by adjusting the

right hand sides of the protein constraints ro ensure that they were binding.

One consequence of degeneracy is that a number of reduced gradient values are

eliminated because the variables are no longer non-basic. Although a degenerate variable

has a zero reduced gradient value, this does not mean that the activity will enter the solution

given a marginal change in the related objective function coefficient. This was confirmed

by decreasing the transportation cost slightly on selected degenerate shipping activities,

which, as expected, did not cause them to enter the solution. (They remain basic but their

value is zero.)

A concern in the study was whether the degenerate variables would affect the

integrity of the other non-basic reduced gradient values. The reduced gradient values

provided by MINOS indicate the amount that the objective function value would increase

(for a minimization problem) if one unit of the given activity was forced into the solution.

This can also be interpreted as the amount by which the unit cost of the activity (in a cost

minimization problem) would have to be reduced before it would enter the solution.

Therefore, the reduced gradient value provides important information regarding the

sensitivity of the solution to changes in the objective function coefficients. In order to

98
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assess the validity of this interpretation, the reduced gradient values for a number of non-

basic variables were tested by reducing their related objective function coefficients by

slightly greater than, and slightly less than, their reduced gradient values. Based on the

above interpretation, the activity would be expected to enter the solution only when the unit

cost lvas reduced by more than the reduced gradient value. A number of tests indicated that

this interpretation was valid. A number of adjustments were also made to eliminate the

degeneracy in selected cases. In all cases the changes did not alter the reduced gradients of

the other variables. Therefore, the integrity of the reduced gradient values appears to be

unimpaired.



Alternative Solutions

The concept of modeling to generate alternatives is discussed in chapter 3. The

objective is to generate alternative solutions that are optimal, or nearly optimal and which

differ significantly. This approach to modeling recognizes that there may be many

alternative solutions that approximate the optimal solution that should be considered by the

decision maker. Given the restrictive assumptions required of LP modeling and the fact

that these models are an imperfect representation of the real problem, the practice of

focusing on the single optimal solution may lead to inappropriate conclusions.

The HSJ Technique

Although many alternative solutions can be generated, those solutions that differ

significantly are of most interest. The HSJ (Hop-Skip-Jump) technique attemprs to find

different solutions within a specified percentage of the optimal solution to the objective

function, called the "tolerance level". Initiaily the model is solved to obtain the optimal

objective function value. In this study the minimum total cost is $924,750,079.82 under

the free trade solution.4l The cost function is then moved to the constraint set where it

restricts total costs to be no greater than the optimal objective function value plus some

tolerance factor. For example, at a one percent tolerance ievel, total costs in the present

model must be less than or equal to 8933,997,580.60. The objective then becomes one of

minimizing the sum of the basic activities that appeared in the original optimal solution.

This tends to force into the solution va¡iables that did not appeff in the optimal solution,

thereby producing an alternative solution that differs from the optimal. This process

100
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continues, each time minimizing the sum of the basic variables from the previous solutions.

Alternative solutions for the free trade model were generated at the 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5

percent tolerance 1eve1s.42

Results

Eight alternative solutions are presented in tables20 and2l. Table 20 provides

four solutions at the 0.2 percent tolerance level. Table 21 provides four soluúons at the 0.5

percent tolerance level. These results represent the first four alternative solutions obtained

at each tolerance level through the use of the HSJ technique .

The value of generating alternative solutions is immediately apparent. Although the

optimal solution indicated that there would be no milling in western Canada or Onta¡io,

alternative solutions were generated within 0.2 percent and 0.5 percent of the optimal

solution which show milling in these regions (solution 1, tables 20 and 21). Given that the

flour milling industry is well established in these regions, the ability to generate even one

alternative solution with milling activity at these locations would suggest that milling is

likely to remain under free trade. This reinforces the results obtained in the analysis of

economies of agglomeration which indicated that even very small economies of

agglomeration signif,rcantly increase the amount of milling activity in urban regions. It

should be emphasized that the tolerance levels of 0.2 and 0.5 percent represent relatively

small deviations f¡om the optimal. (In dollar tenns these deviations represenr $1,849,500

and $4,623,750 respectively.)



Region

01 British Columbia, Alberta 338,232
04 Ontario 521,899
05 Quebec and Ma¡itimes 510,984
07 California 1,848,161
08 Montana, N. & S. Dakora 515,656
09 Utâh, Colorado, A¡izona, New Mexico 518,956
10 Minnesoø 0
11 Nebraska, Kansas,Iowa, Missouri 4,425,508
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana L,454,237
13 Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida 1,968,559
15 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 0
16 Wisconsin,Illinois 2,259,363
17 Michigan,Indiana, Ohio 0

Alternative Solutions: 0.2 Percent Tolerancet

Table 20

a. Mllling- AcJivity

Solution 1

Oriqin/Destination

Solution 2

0
0
0

t,848,167
853,888
s78,956

0
5,341,873
1454,237
1,968,559

0
2,259,363

722,518

01/01 Calgary to Calgary 338,232
04/07 Billines(Sprine) to Los Angeles 2&,024
04/08 Billings(Sprine) to Billings 73,665
05/12 Fægo to Dallas 0
06/09 Rapid Ciry(Spring) to Albuquerque 82,708
07104 Minneapolis to Toronto 169,682
07/05 Minneapolis to Mont¡eal 1&,245
07110 Minneapoüs to Minneapolis 0
07/11 Minneapolis to Kansas City 632,215
07/12 lvhnneapolis to Dallas 207,148
07113 Minneapolis o Atlanta 28L,223
07/15 Minneapolis to Buffalo 0
07/16 Minneapolis to Chicago 322,766
0717 Minneapolis to Detroit 0
08/08 BillingsflVinter) to Billings 441,991
09/07 San Francisco to I¡s Angeles 1,258,175
1ll04 Kansas City to To¡onto 358,217
11/05 Kansas City to Montreal 346,139
l1l10 Kansas City to Minneapolis 0
11/1 1 Kansas Ciry to Kansas City 3,193,293
11/13 Kansas City to Atlant¿ 0
11/15 Kansas City to Buffalo 0
11/16 Kansas City to Chicago 1,936,597
i 1/17 Kansas City to Det¡oit 0
12107 Denver to Los Angeles 325,968
12/09 Denver to Albuquerque 496,248
13109 Oklahoma City to Albuquerque 0
13/12 OkJahoma City to Dallas 1,246,489
13i13 Oklahoma City to Atlanta 1,681,336

Solution 3

0
0

226,709
7,848,767

853,888
578,956

0
4,953A07
1,454237
1,968,559

284,275
2,259,363

0

102

h- Whpef Shinmenfs

Solution 4

0
0

377,502
1,848,167

8s3,888
578,956
r33,482

4,953,407
1454,237
1,968,559

0
2,259,363

0

Solution 1 Solution 2

0
264,024
12r,984

0
82,708

0
0
0

163,125
207,748
28r,223

0
322,166

17,503
73T,9M

1,258,175
0
0
0

4,578,748
t,681,336

0
r,936,597

r05,015
325,968

0
496,248

1,246,489
0

Solution 3

0
264,024
rzt,gg4

0
82,708

0
72,87r

0
707,630
207,748
281,223
40,611

322,766
0

73T,9M
t,258,t75

0
153,838

0
4,245,777
7,687,336

243,664
1,936,597

0
325,969
496,248

0
1,246,489

0

Solution 4

0
264,024
r2r,984
207,748
82,708

0
r2r,340

19,069
'707,630

0
287,223

0
322,766

0
731,9M

1258,175
0

256,162
Ll4,4t4

4,245,777
1,687,336

0
r,936,597

0
325,968
496,248

0
r,246489

0



Origin/Destination

01/01 Calgary to Calgary
Mi02 Toronlo to Toronto
05/03 Monteal to Mont¡e¿l
07/04 Los Angeles to San Francisco
08/01 Billings to Calgary
08/05 Billings to Billings
09/06 Albuquerque to Albuquerque
10/03 Minneapolis to Montreal
11/02 Kansas City to Toronto
11/03 Kansas City to Montreal
11/07 Kansas Ciry to Kansas Ciry
1ll10 Kansas City to Washington
11/11 Kansas City to New York
12108 Dallas o Dallas
i3l09 Atlanta to Atlant¿
15/03 Buffato to Montreal
16112 Chicago to Chicago
17103 Detroit to Montreal

Table 20 (continued)

c. F lorrr Shinmenf s

Solution 1

253,614
395,924
383,238

1,386,125
64,825

32t,9t'7
434,2r1

0
0
0

486,185
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
r,476,4r9

0
r,694,522

0

tThe alternarive solutions were generated by the HSJ technique and fall within 0.2 percent of the optimal
solution.

Solution 2

0
0
0

1,386,r25
3r8,499
32r,9r'7
434,2r7

0
395,924
29t,350
486,185
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
rA16,4r9

0
1,694,522

91,888
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Solution 3

0
0

170,032
t,386,125

3r8,499
32t,9t7
434,2r7

0
395,924

0
486,185
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
r476,4r9

213,206
r,694,522

0

Solution 4

0
0

283,126
1,386,125

318,499
32r,9r7
434,217
100,1 12
395,924

0
486,185
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
r,476419

0
1,694,522

0



Reeion

01 British Columbia, Alberra 424,665
04 Onta¡io 527,899
05 Quebec and Ma¡itimes 0
07 California 1,848,167
08 Montana, N. & S. Dakota 429,223
09 Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico 578,956
10 Minnesota 0
1 1 Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri 4 ,643,103
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana I,454,237
13 Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida 1,968,559
i5 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 0
16 Wisconsin,Illinois 2,259,363
17 Michigan,Indiana, Ohio 293,389

Alternative Solutions: 0.5 Percent Tolerancef

Table 21

a. Milling Activity

Solution 1 Solution 2

OriginlDestination

01/01 Calgary to Calgary 424,665
04/07 Billines(Spring) to Los Angeles 2&,024
04/08 Billings(Spring) to Billings 61,318
05/12 Fargo to Dallas 0
06/09 Rapid City(Spring) to Albuquerque 82,108
07104 Minneapolis to Toronto 769,682
07i05 Minneapolis to Mont¡eal 0
07/10 Minneapolis to Minneapolis 0
07111 Minneapolis to Kansas City 663,300
07/72 lvfunneapolis to Dallas 207,148
07/13 lvltnneapolis n Atlanta 28t,223
0715 Minneapolis to Buffalo 0
07/16 Minneapolis to Chicago 322,766
07117 Minneapolis to Detroit 4t,973
08/08 Billings(Winter) to Billings 367,905
09/07 San Francisco to Los Angeles 1 ,258,\7 5
11/04 Kansas City to Toronto 358,217
11/05 Kansas City to Mont¡eal 0
11/10 Kansas City to Minneapolis 0
11/11 Kansas City to Kansas City 3,919,802
11/i3 Kansas City to Arlanta 0
11/15 Kansas City to Buffalo 0
11/16 Kansas City to Chicago 1,936,591
1ll17 Kansas City to Detroit 251,476
72/07 Denver to Los Angeles 325,968
12/09 Denver to Albuquerque 0
13/09 Oklahoma City to Albuquerque 496,248
13/12 OKahoma City to Dailas 1,246,489
13li3 Okiahoma City to Atlanta 1,687,336

0
0
0

1,848,167
853,888
578,956

0
4,9r1,952
r,454,237
1,968,559

0
2,259,363

552.439

Solution 3

0
0
0

1,848,167
853,888
518,956

0
4,882,370
1A54,237
1,968,559

582,02t
2,259,363

0

104

b. Wheat Shinmenfs

Solution 1

Solution 4

0
0

75,842
1,848,167

853,888
578,956
435,142

4,953,407
1,454237
1,968,559

0
2,259,363

0

Solution 2

0
2&,024
127,984
207,748

82,',l08
0
0
0

707,107
0

28L,223
0

322,166
78,920

737,9M
1,258,115

0
0
0

4,270,244
r,681,336

0
t,936,597

413,5L9
325,968

0
496,248

1,246,489
0

Solution 3

0
2&,024
121,984
207,748

82,708
0
0
0

697,48r
0

28t,223
83,146

322,766
0

731,9M
7,258,r75

0
0
0

4,184,889
L,687,336

498,875
1,936,597

0
325,968
496,248

0
1,246,489

0

Solution 4

0
2&,024
t27,gg4
207,748

82;708
0

24,379
62,163

707,630
0

28r,223
0

322,766
0

731,9M
I,258,175

0
51,4&

3',12,979
4,245,777
1,687,336

0
7,936,597

0
325,968
496,248

0
r,246,489

0



Oriqin/Destination

01/01 CaJgary to Calgary
04/02 Toronto to Toronto
05/03 Monreal to Montreal
07/M Los Angeles to San Francisco I,386,125
08i01 Billings to Calgary 0
08i05 Billings to Billings
09i06 Albuquerque to Albuquerque
10/03 Minneapolis to Montreal
11/02 Kansas City to Toronto
11/03 Kansas City to Mont¡eal
11/07 Kansas Ciry to Kansas City
11/10 Kansas City to Washington
11/11 Kansas City to New York
i2l08 Dallas to Dallas
13/09 Atlanta to Atlanta
15/13 Buffalo to Montreal
15/11 Buffalo to New York
16/12 Chicago to Chicago
l7/02 Det¡oit to Toronto
17103 Deroit to Monreal

Table 21 (continued)

c. Flour Shinments

Solution 1

318,499
395,924

0

Solution 2 Solution 3

321,,917
434,277

0
0

763,796
486,185
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
1,476,419

0
0

1,694,522
0

220,M2

TThe alternative solulions were generated by ttre HSJ technique and fall wirhin 0.5 percent of the oprimal
solution.

0
0
0

1,3 86,125
318,499
327,9r7
434,2r7

0
3e,ß3

0
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The alternative solutions presented in tables 20 and 27 are not exhaustive.

However, they do provide information regarding the stability of the resulrs for the various

activities. For example, the milling activities in regions 7 , 9 , 72, l. 3, and 1 6 are identical to

the original optimal solution (ie; the base model) in aX eight aitemative solutions. Regions

8 and 11 also show very similar activity in each of the eight alternative solutions. This

indicates a high degree of stability in these results. On the other hand, milling activity in

Ontario and western Canada appears in only two of the eight alternative solutions

generated. Table 22 provides a summa.ry of the milling activity shown under the eight

alternative solutions. Column 4 provides the number of times that the activity appears in

the solution out of the eight altemarives.

0
0
0

t,386,r25
3t8,499
32t,9r7
434,2t7

0
395,924

0

Solution 4

0
0

56,882
1,386,125

3r8,499
32r,917
434,2t7
326,356
395,924

0
486,195
802,256

2,030,690
1,090,679
r,4764r9

0
0

1,694,522
0
0

486,185 496,195
802,256 802,256

2,030,690
1,090,678
t,4'76,4t9

0
0

r,694,522

t,977,413
1,090,678
IA76AI9

383,238
53,277

r,694,522
31,091 0
383,238 0



Resion

01 British Columbia, Alberta
02 Saskatchewan
03 Manitoba
M Ontario
05 Quebec and Maritimes
06 V/ashington, Oregon
07 California
08 Montana, N. & S. Dakota
09 Utah, Colorado, A¡izona, New Mexico
10 Minnesota
1l Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri
12 Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
13 Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
14 Virginia, N. Carolina, Delawa¡e
15 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
16 Wisconsin, Illinois
17 Michigan, Indiana, Ohio

Table 22

Milling Activitv: Summarv of Alternative Solutionsf

Minimuma

0
0
0
0
0
0

1,848,167
429,223
578,956

0
4,425,508
7,454,237
1,968,559

0
0

2,259,363
0

T This table summa¡izes the milling acrivity from the eight alternative solutions shown in tables 20 and
2t.
a, b, and c; Minimum, maximum, and mean milling activiry shown in the eight altemative solutions.
d The number of limes out of the eight alternarive solutions that the activity enters the basis.

Maximumb

424,665
0
0

527,899
510,984

0
r,848,167

853,888
518,956
435,t42

5,34t,8'73
r,454,237
1,969,559

0
582,02t

2,259,363
552,439

The wheat and flour shipments can also be examined to determine the consistency

with which they appear in the alternative solutions. For example, flour is shipped to the

Montreal demand region from Minneapolis, Kansas City, Buffalo, and Detroit, as well as

being milled locally under the eight alternative solutions. The Toronto region is provided

with flour from Kansas City and Detroit as well being milled locally. Based on these

results it is not appropriate to suggest that any one of these suppliers reflects the single

colÏect solution.

The California region processes 1,848,167 tonnes of wheat (1,258,L75 tonnes of

California winter wheat, 325,968 tonnes of Colorado winter wheat, au:,d264,024 tonnes of

Montana spring wheat) in each of the eight alternative solutions as well as the optimal (base
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Meæc Basicd

95,362 2
00
00

73t,975 2
148,880 4

00
1,848,167 8'Ì58,526 8
578,956 I
71,078 2

4,883,128 g

7,454,237 g

1,968,559 g

00
108,287 2

2,259,363 8
r27,M3 3
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model). This reinforces the result obtained in the optimal solution for the California region.

Based on these results, generating alternative solutions provides a valuable source of

information regarding the degree of confidence that should be placed in the various results

and the conclusions that can be drawn from the model.

In general, the alternative solutions indicate that the results for the U.S. regions are

stable. Both the milling acúvity and the wheat and flour shipments are relatively constant

for all the alternative solutions generated. A higher degree of variability in the results was

identif,red for the Great Lakes region, including the Toronto, Montreal, Detroit, and Buffalo

milling sites.

C anadian W heat S hipme nts

The eight alternative solutions show no Canadian wheat exports to the United States

consistent with the results obtained from the optimal solution. The only Canadian wheat

used is for milling in western Canada (for two of the eight alternative solutions).

However, it should be clear that there are many other alternative solutions, and further

application of the HSJ technique may reveal solutions with greater use of Canadian wheat.

A variation of the HSJ technique was employed in an attempt to force Canadian wheat

shipments into the solution, again within specified tolerance levels. This was accomplished

by forming an objective function which maximizes the sum of those activities which

represent Canadian wheat shipments, subject to meeting a minimum cost as in the HSJ

technique. Alternative solutions were generated in this manner at five different tolerance

levels. The shipments of Canadian wheat revealed by this approach are presented in table

23.

The results in table 23 agaan indicate a limited export market for Canadian wheat

under a free trade scenario. However, the alternative solutions suggest that the prospects
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for the export of Canadian wheat are not as limited as the optimal solution would appear to

indicate. (The optimal solution showed the exclusive use of U.S. wheats at both Canadian

and U.S. milling sites.) Six potential export shipments were indicated; Calgary to Los

Angeles, Regina to Albuquerque, and Winnipeg to each of Kansas City, Dallas, Arlanta,

and Chicago. Interestingly, these results identify potential exporrs that were not indicated

by the reduced gradient values exami¡ed eariier in the chapter.

Origin/Destination

Canadian Wheat Shipments: Summarv of Alternative SolutionsT

01/01 Calgary to Calgary
0U07 Calg¿ry to Los Angeles
02109 Regina to Albuquerque
03/04 Winnipeg to Toronto
03i05 Winnipeg to Mont¡eal
03/11 Winnipeg to Kansas City
03/12 Winnipeg to Dallas
03/13 Winnipeg to Atlanta
03/16 Winnipeg to Chicago

Tolerance

Table 23

tThe tolerance level is amount by which the aitemative soiu[ions may deviate from the optimal.

0.2 Percent 0.5 Percent 1 Percent 2 Percent

424,665
0
000
0 0 2,919

93,688 218,993 218,993
000
000
000
0 87,832 430,355

424,665 424,665
00

424,665
239,620
1r0,277
226242
2r8,993

0
0
0

430,355

5 Percent

424,665
352,032
710,277
226,242
2t8,993
842,954
276,998
309,858
430,355



\ru. Conclusions

The results of the study provide insight into the potential impact of the Canada-U.S.

Free Trade Agreement on the domestic wheat milling industry and the prospects for trade in

ha¡d wheat. ln general, the results indicate that free uade does not pose a significant threat

to the Canadian flour milling industry. On the other hand, rhere appear to be limited new

oppornrnities for flour exports to the United States in a free trade environment. The model

also indicates that there are limited prospects for exports of Canadian wheat to the United

States. There appears to be a greater possibility of exports of U.S. wheat to eastern

Canada. The model estimates gains of up to $21,7 92,508 from free trade in wheat and

wheat flour. These resuits are discussed briefly below.

The Domestic Milling Industry

The free trade solution shows milling activity in the Quebec region only. The

demand regions in western Canada and Ontario are served from Billings and Kansas City,

respectively. However, further analysis indicated that the milling industry in Canada is

more secure than the optimal solution would appear to suggesr. Sensitivity analysis

revealed that even relatively small economies of agglomeration would result in a significant

shift in industry location to increased concenüation in demand regions. Such economies

may therefore help to preserve local markets for domestic millers. This also suggests that

the trend toward increasing milling activity in consumption regions will continue.

Alternative solutions were also generated that showed Canada milling its total domestic

flour requirements. Based on these findings there does not appear to be any immediate

threat to the domestic -illing indusrry resulting from free trade.
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Alternative solutions indicated that western Canada would continue to mill its own

flour in a free trade situation. The solution with consnained processing capaciry conñrmed

that in the short run, the milling indusuy in western Canada is likely to remain. The

replacement of depreciated milling equipment in the longer run is less certain as a number

of solutions showed flour imports to western Canada from Montana. Excess capacity is

also likely to continue as there appear to be limited prospects for increased exports or

$owth in the domestic ma¡ket.

A high degree of variability in milling activity in the Great Lakes region was evident

in the alternative solutions. Milling activity alternated among the regions represented by

Toronto, Montreal, Buffalo, and Detroit. Small economies of agglomeration would appear

to be sufficient to secure the local ma¡ket for millers in the densely populated eastern

Canadian milling region. However, substantial excess capacity exists in eastern Canada

and in U.S. mills that a¡e directly adjacent, such as Buffalo, which may result in an

extremely competitive environment under free tade.

There is at the present time conside¡able excess capacity in both Canada and the

United States. Current flour milling activity in Canada is about 1.7 million tonnes of wheat

ftom2.7 million tonnes of milling capacity, or a capacity utilization rate of only 63 percent.

Flour milling activity in the U.S. is about 14.1 million tonnes of wheat with milling

capacity currently at 16.8 million tonnes, or a capacity utilization rate of 84 percent. Given

that there are very limited prospects for increased exports to thfud countries, the milling

industry in both Canada and the U.S. will be faced with continued excess capacity with or

without free trade. Therefore problems associated with continued excess capacity should

not be attributed to the free trade agreement.

Due to the heavy concentration of milling activity in the Great Lakes region, and the

variability in the results for these miliing sites, it is suggested for further research that this

region be modeled in greater detail.



Flow Exports

The results show no flour exports by Canadian millers to the United States. The

reduced gradient values for Canadian flour shipping activities indicate that the costs

associated with Canadian flour shipments would have to be reduced substantially before

flour exports would occur. A number of alternative solutions also failed to show any

exports of flour from Canada to the United States. These results suggest there is limited

potential for the domestic milling industry to increase flour exports to the United States in a

free trade environment. An exception to this general result may be the possibility of

Canadian millers finding niche markets in the U.S. for specialty flours or flour products.

An examination of this possibility is suggested as a topic for further research.

Trade inWheat

It would appear that there is a sufficient supply of high protein wheat in the U.S. to

meet the demand for hard milling wheats in North America. The competitive advantage of

Canadian bread wheat in the continental marketplace would appear to resr in quality

characteristics other than protein, such as uniformity. Potential for exports of Canad.ian

wheat to the U.S. can therefore be attributed to quality factors in addition to protein

content. Based on the estimates of the model, the value of quality factors (exclusive of

protein content) would have to range from $16 to $56 to waranr the selection of Canadian

wheat by U.S. millers. Given the estimate of US$ 20 as the implicit premium for wheats

of Canadian origin by Wilson (i989), there appears to be limited prospects for exports of

Canadian wheat to the United States.

The lack of exports of Canadian wheat to the U.S. was further examined by

attempting to force shipments of Canadian wheat into the solution by using a variation of
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the HSJ technique. The results reinforced the conclusion that a limited potential exists for

Canadian wheat exports to the United Srates in a free trade environment.

The above result has implications for the licensing and grading of Canadian wheats.

It would appear that there is a demand for more medium protein wheats by Canadian

mil1ers. The availability of these wheats will be a key factor in the ability of the Canadian

flour milling industry to remain competitive. However, it should be recognized that there

are economic benefits to the present system of grading and quality control in Canada which

ensures a uniform product that is desired by millers. Therefore, while greater access to

lower protein wheats may be desi¡able, it would appeil to be imponant that the system of

quality control be maintained. Further study of the benefits associated with increased

production of 3-M wheat in Canada is recommended.

There appears to be potential for U.S. wheat imports by Canadian millers. This is

due to the substantial economic advantage of blending cheaper, medium-protein winter

wheat with spring wheat. The results indicated blending ratios of 14 percent spring wheat

and 86 percent winter wheat, to 43 percent spring wheat to 57 percent winter wheat.

Spring and winter wheats were blended in most cases in the model results. In addition, the

major winter wheat producing region in the United States is geographically closer to rhe

milling industry in Ontario and Quebec than is the Canadian Prairie wheat producing

region. This result suggests that there may be some threat of replacement of CWRS by

U.S. wheat by miilers in eastern Canada in a free trade situation. The possibility of this

occurring may depend panly on the availability of medium quality 3-M wheat in Ca¡rada.

Finally, an estimate of the implicit value of each percentage point of protein was

provided by the mode1. The dual values for protein content ranged from $.57 to $6.58.

Estimates of the marginal value of protein can be weighed against the additional cost of

producing high protein wheat.



Alternative Solutions

A number of neariy optimal solutions were generated for the empirical model. The

results provided a valuable source of information that was not available from the optimal

solution. Alternative solutions were generated that differed substantially from the optimal

solution yet exceeded the optimal objective function value only marginally. For example,

while the optimal solution indicated no milling activity in either western Canada or Ontario,

an alternative solution \pas generated within 0.2 percent of the optimal that indicated

significant activity in these regions. This result clearly illustrates the danger of limiting

analysis to the single optimal solution.

The alternative solutions also provided information regarding the stability of the

estimates derived from the model. For example, many of the activity levels shown for both

the location of processing and the shipments of wheat and flour were identical for all of the

alternative solutions generated. This increases the degree of confidence in the model and

these results. Other results showed a higher degree of va¡iability in the altemative solutions

which provided an indication of the caution that must be used in drawing conclusions from

any single solution.

Clearly, modeling to generate alternatives provides significant advantages over the

traditional approach to LP analysis which focuses on the single optimal solution. Further

application and development of this approach to modeling represents an important area for

further research.
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l{otes

lThe grist refers to the wheat mixture (which may be comprised of severai different
wheats) that is made up in the mill to produce a specific grade of flour.

2Ash content is the percentage of mineral matter determined by incinerating the flour and
weighing the residue.

3Extraction rate refers to the percentage of flour obtained from the raw wheat kernel.

4cluten strength is an important indicator of pan bread-making ability. Gluten is the
gummy substance that is obtained by washing the flour in a continuous stream of water to
remove the starch and water solubles. It is the elastic nature of the gluten that produces the
high-rising pan bread that is consumed in North America. Dry gluien is approximately 80
percent protein.

5A certain amount of flour is produced at each of the grinding stages. These are referred to
as machine flours.

6Figures for Canadian and U.S. wheats exports were obtained from the International
Wheat Council (1987) for the years 1981/82 to 1985i86.

TThis 
¡ef.ers- to.pan.breads which require relatively high levels of gluten strengrh. Pan

bread is the high rising bread that is wideiy consumed iñ Nonh America. This distinction
1s important as there are other breads such as chappattis and french bread that are made
from flours with a much lower protein content.

SMiufee.ds is rhe collecrive name for the by-products of the -illing process.

9Total Canadian hard wheat mitling activity of 1.7 million tonnes of wheat is based on
approximately 1.5 million tonnes of wheat in domestic consumption and 0.2 million tonnes
m exports.

10U.S. hard wheat mitling activity of l4.l million tonnes of wheat is based on domestic
consumption of 13.0 million tonnes and average exports of 1.1 million tonnes.

11one micron is equal to one-millionth of a meter.

12v/heat is tempered to a moisture content of approximately 16 percent prior to milling, a
process which toughens the b¡an and softens the endosperm to piovide fol a more efficiént
separation.

l3Safety is a major concern in the flour milling industry. The thick flour dust üeated in the
milling and handling process has been the cause of many disastrous mill explosions
resulting from spontaneous combustion.

14eU values are in Canadian dolla¡s unless otherwise indicated.
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l5Presently the Canad-ian Wheat Board uses a pricing system wherein prices are set for a
6q-.99 day period based on the Mìnneapolis futures conüact (for CWRS) plus a premium
which takes into account the quality of Canadian wheats in relation to simila¡ U.S. grades.
The Board will be moylng to weekly pricing starting May 18, 1990, and to a day-1o-day
pricing system later in 1990.

16the industry ¡ates mill size by the number of tonnes of wheat milled or by hund¡ed.-
weight (100 lbs) of flour produced per 24 hour period. At a 75 percent floui exrraction
rate, one tonne of wheat milling capacity is the equivalent of 16.5 cwt. of flour.

l7this includes durum and soft wheat flou¡.

l8soutc" of quotations: Dept. of External Affairs. The Canada - U.S. Free Trade
Agreement. Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1988.

19they also generated.44 solutions within 0.1 percent of the optimal solution and 236
solutions within 0.5 percent of the optimal solution.

20The basic id.ea behind cluster analysis is to partition a set of vectors into homogeneous
subsets.

2lDomestic milling of hard wheat accounts for about 23 percent of total hard wheat
production.

22lntermodal refers to load"ing the flour onto truck trailers and then shipping the traiiers by
rail flat decks. (Also referred to as piggyback.)

23fne discussion of the empirical model is based on Faminow and Sa¡han 11983 (2)1.

24Based.on 
_sampie commerciai rates obtained from mitling companies, the cost of moving

flour ranged from 8 to 200 percent higher than the cost õf moving wheat. This can bé
attributed to a number of factors. For example, a significant pofiión of flour is bagged,
which is more costly to handle than a bulk commodity. Buik flour requires speciallail
cars, whereas wheat can be moved in ordinary box cars or hopper cars. 

-Finally, 
the total

volume of flou¡ per shipment is generally much lower than for wheat.

25this is based on a 75 percent extraction rate.

26 The 1989 hard wheat milling capacity by region is provided in table 7, chapter 4.

27Tfus is based on results with unconsrrained. processing capacity.

28For example, Kansas City is 2779 l<tlometers from Monrreal compared to 2394,2g8I,
and 3752 kilometers for'Winnipeg, Regina, and Calgary respectively. For spring wheats,
Minnesota is also closer to the eastern Canadian consumers than the nearest Canadian hard
wheat areas by about 400 kilometers.

29Reduced. gradients are provided by MINOS for each non-basic activity. These values
represent the amount by which the objective function value would increase (for a
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minimization problem) if one unit of the activity were to be forced into the solution.
Alternatively, these values can be interpreted as the amount by which the cost associated
with the given activity must decrease in order for the activity to enter the least cost solution.

30In ord.er to provide an accurate estimate of the implicit value of protein, the model was
solved \Mith all wheat premiums removed.

3lveent*'s estimates are based on the world market for the period i980-81 to 1983-84.

32lhe average dual value for the twelve demand. regions is $85.54 per tonne of flour or
about 8.6 cents per kilogram. When an average wheat cost of $165 per tonne is added to
this amount, the resulting price per tonne of flour is 30.55 cents per kilogram (based on 75
percent extraction rate) which is consistent with current wholesale flour prices.

33These values were based on the following rationale; $10 per tonne represents a very
small cost reduction. Based on a 75 percent extraction rate this is equivaient to only 1.3
cents per kilogram of flour. On the other hand, $30 per tonne is close to the total
processing cost per tonne. It is unlikely that economies of agglomeration would amount to
more than the total milling cost. The $20 value represents the half-way point.

34tilis is based on a comparison with the unconstrained free trade solution.

35tnis is based. on aJ5 percent extraction rate. For example; $t0 divided by 750
kilograms = 1.33 cents.

36the free trade solution does select Canad.ian wheat for milling in western Canada when
constraints on milling capacity are imposed.

37unifo.-ity refers to consistency in milting and end use (baking) performance.

38One reason for this is that U.S. export shipments can be comprised of many different
varieties, from several production regions, and even across different production years. In
Canada, in order to maintain the integrity of grade standards, new varieties are not licensed
unless they are visually distinguishable from other varieties which have different quality
characteristics. As well, the incidence of non-millable foreign material is neated differently
in the U.S. than in Canada. In the U.S. foreign material is t¡eated as dockage and is
normally deducted from the price. In Canada, all wheat is cleaned at the point of export.

39the Canadian 'Wheat Board has recently announced that 80,000 acres of ffY 368
(Biggar), wiil be contracted in the 1990-91 crop year. Biggar is a 3-M semi-dwarf red
Canada Prairie Sp.ing variety.

40This is a controversial issue. While it appears that the world market for 3-M wheats is
expanding faster than the market for high protein wheats, it is also argued that it is easier to
seil high protein wheat during periods of surplus production. It also appears that the
competitive 3-M and soft wheat markets demand more in the way of trade concessions such
as export credits. For a recent discussion see Henning and Martin (1989).

4ltnis reflects the minimum wheat procuement, miiling, and tansportation costs.
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42These tolerances arnounr to $1,849,500, g4,623,750, fig,247,501, $18,495,002, and.
$46,237,504 respec tively.
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